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In  this  thesis,  I present  the  results  from my doctoral  research  conducted  from 2009 until 
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The  visual  systems  in  basal  chelicerates  are  poorly  understood,  even  though  they  can 
provide  valuable  insights  for  the  understanding  of  arthropod  eye  evolution.  Moreover, 
comparable  morphological  characters  are  desperately  needed  to  reconstruct  the 
phylogenetic  tree  of  Chelicerata within  Arthropoda,  especially  concerning  the  respective 
positions of Pycnogonida (sea spiders) and Scorpiones (scorpions). According to the concepts 
of  neurophylogeny  and  neural  cladistics,  characters  of  the  nervous  system  can  provide 
important evidence about phylogeny. Therefore,  in the present thesis the visual systems  in 
sea  spiders and  scorpions are  studied with  traditional and modern methods on  the  three 
different levels of neuropils, cells, and synapses. 
The visual neuropils in sea spiders and scorpions are studied with the traditional methods of 
Golgi  impregnations,  cobalt  fills,  and  the Wigglesworth  technique  that  allow  comparisons 
with  previous  results.  The  visual  neuropils  are  unequivocally  identified  by  means  of 
projections  from  the  cells  of  the  retina  (R‐cells)  to  distinct  regions within  the  brain.  The 
descriptions of the visual neuropils include their number, arrangement, and morphology. In 
addition, the visual neurons and their synapses  in sea spiders are studied with the Focused 
Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscope  (FIB‐SEM) at  the highest possible  resolution. This 
cutting‐edge method  allows  describing  the morphology  and  synaptic  pattern  of  involved 
visual neurons and producing a 3D‐reconstruction of the connectome of a visual neuropil. 
In pycnogonids (Achelia langi, A. vulgaris, and Endeis spinosa) the R‐cells are linked to a first 
visual neuropil  in the  lateral protocerebrum, and to a second visual neuropil  in the central 
protocerebrum.  The  second  visual  neuropils  of  both  hemispheres  contact  each  other. 
Additionally,  in  close  vicinity  to  the  second  visual  neuropils  an  unpaired  neuropil  in  the 
brain’s midline is found, possibly the arcuate body, which is a prominent association centre 
of  visual  information  in  chelicerates.  In  scorpions  (Euscorpius  italicus  and  E.  hadzii)  the 







the sea spider A.  langi  revealed six different neuron  types postsynaptic  to  the R‐cells:  five 
types of descending unipolar neurons, and one  type of ascending neurons. Mapping of all 
identifiable  chemical  synapses  indicates  that  the  descending  unipolar  neurons  are 
postsynaptic  to  the  R‐cells,  hence  are  second‐order  neurons.  The  ascending  neurons  are 
predominantly  presynaptic  and  sometimes  postsynaptic  to  the  R‐cells,  and  may  play  a 
feedback role. 
At the level of neuropils the innervation pattern of the eyes in pycnogonids is similar to that 
of  the median  rudimentary eyes  in  Limulus, but  it also  shares  characters with  that of  the 
lateral eyes  in Tetraconata (Crustacea + Hexapoda). The  innervation pattern of the median 
eyes in scorpions is similar to that of the “normal” median eyes in Limulus. At the respective 
levels  of  cells  and  synapses  there  are  striking  similarities  in  morphology  and  synaptic 
organization  of  the  different  neuron  types  between  the  visual  system  in Achelia  and  the 
lateral compound eye visual system in Tetraconata, especially in Drosophila melanogaster. 
The  visual  system  in pycnogonids  combines  features of  the median  and  lateral eye  visual 
system in other arthropods, which supports the hypothesis that pycnogonid eyes represent a 
precursory  stage  in  the  evolution  of median  and  lateral  eyes.  Furthermore,  the  eyes  in 







hinaus  werden  dringend  vergleichbare  morphologische  Merkmale  für  die 
Stammbaumrekonstruktion der Chelicerata  innerhalb der Arthropoda – vor allem  in Bezug 
auf  die  Position  der  Pycnogonida  (Asselspinnen)  und  Scorpiones  (Skorpione)  –  benötigt. 
Nach den Konzepten der Neurophylogenie und der neuronalen Kladistik können Merkmale 
des Nervensystems wichtige Erkenntnisse über die Phylogenie liefern. Daraufhin werden nun 
in der  vorliegenden Arbeit die  Sehsysteme  von Pycnogoniden und  Skorpionen  sowohl mit 
traditionellen  als  auch mit modernen Methoden  auf  den  drei  verschiedenen  Ebenen  der 
Neuropile, der Zellen und der Synapsen untersucht. 
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Die  visuellen  Neuropile  der  Pycnogoniden  und  Skorpione  werden  mit  traditionellen 
Methoden,  wie  Golgi‐Imprägnierungen,  Kobalt‐Färbungen  und  Wigglesworth‐Färbungen, 
untersucht,  was  eine  gute  Vergleichbarkeit  mit  früheren  Ergebnissen  ermöglicht.  Die 
visuellen Neuropile werden mittels der Projektionen der Zellen von der Retina (R‐Zellen)  in 
bestimmte  Regionen  im  Gehirn  eindeutig  identifiziert.  Die  Beschreibung  der  visuellen 
Neuropile  beinhaltet  deren  Zahl,  Anordnung  und  Morphologie.  Zusätzlich  werden  die 
visuellen Neuronen und  ihre  Synapsen bei Pycnogoniden mit dem  FIB‐SEM  („Focused  Ion 
Beam  Scanning  Electron  Microscope“)  in  höchstmöglicher  Auflösung  untersucht.  Diese 
innovative Methode  ermöglicht  die  Beschreibung  der Morphologie  und  des  synaptischen 
Musters der beteiligten  visuellen Neuronen  sowie die  Erzeugung  einer  3D‐Rekonstruktion 
des Konnektoms eines visuellen Neuropils. 
Bei Pycnogoniden (Achelia langi, A. vulgaris und Endeis spinosa) sind die R‐Zellen mit einem 
ersten  visuellen  Neuropil  im  lateralen  Protocerebrum  und  mit  einem  zweiten  visuellen 
Neuropil  im  zentralen  Protocerebrum  verbunden.  Die  zweiten  visuellen Neuropile  beider 
Hemisphären berühren einander. In unmittelbarer Nähe zu den zweiten visuellen Neuropilen 
wird  außerdem  ein  unpaariges  Neuropil  auf  der  Mittellinie  des  Gehirns  beschrieben, 
möglicherweise  der  „arcuate  body“,  ein  wichtiges  Assoziationszentrum  für  visuelle 
Informationen bei Cheliceraten. Bei den Medianaugen der Skorpione (Euscorpius italicus und 
E. hadzii) sind die Photorezeptorzellen der Retina mit einem ersten visuellen Neuropil und 
die  Zellen  ohne  Rhabdom  (arhabdomere  Zellen) mit  einem  zweiten  Neuropil  verbunden, 
während  einige  Fasern mit Ursprung  im  Tritocerebrum  zusätzlich den  „arcuate body“ mit 
den Medianaugen verbinden. Die R‐Zellen der Lateralaugen sind ebenfalls mit einem ersten 
und einem  zweiten visuellen Neuropil verbunden. Ferner überlappen die  zweiten Median‐ 
mit  den  zweiten  Lateralaugen‐Neuropilen.  Dies  bedeutet,  dass  es  einen  Bereich  mit 
Axonterminalen  von  beiden  Augentypen  gibt.  Die  FIB‐SEM‐Analyse  des  ersten  visuellen 
Neuropils  der  Asselspinne  A.  langi  ergab  sechs  verschiedene  Neuronentypen,  die 
postsynaptisch zu den R‐Zellen sind: fünf Typen von absteigenden unipolaren Neuronen und 
einen  Typ  von  aufsteigenden  Neuronen.  Die  Analyse  aller  identifizierbaren  chemischen 
Synapsen zeigt, dass die absteigenden unipolaren Neuronen postsynaptisch zu den R‐Zellen 
und daher Neuronen zweiter Ordnung sind. Die aufsteigenden Neuronen sind überwiegend 
präsynaptisch  und  manchmal  postsynaptisch  zu  den  R‐Zellen  und  spielen  daher 
möglicherweise eine Feedback‐Rolle. 
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Auf der Ebene der Neuropile gleicht das  Innervierungsmuster der  visuellen Neuropile  von 
Pycnogoniden dem der  rudimentären Medianaugen bei  Limulus,  es  finden  sich  aber  auch 
Merkmale,  die  dem  Muster  der  Lateralaugen  bei  Tetraconata  (Crustacea  +  Hexapoda) 
gleichen. Die  Innervierung der Medianaugen der Skorpione entspricht dem der "normalen" 
Medianaugen bei Limulus. Auf der Ebene der Zellen beziehungsweise der Synapsen gibt es in 
der Morphologie  der  verschiedenen Neuronentypen  und  deren  synaptischer Organisation 
auffallende Ähnlichkeiten bei Achelia und den Lateralaugen bei Tetraconata, vor allem bei 
der bereits recht genau untersuchten Drosophila melanogaster. 
Das visuelle System bei Pycnogoniden  zeigt  somit Merkmale  sowohl aus dem Median‐ als 
auch aus dem Lateralaugensystem anderer Arthropoden. Dies führt zu der Hypothese, dass 
die  Augen  der  Pycnogoniden  möglicherweise  ein  Vorläuferstadium  in  der  Evolution  der 
Median‐ und Lateralaugen darstellen. Darüber hinaus weisen die Augen bei Xiphosura und 








of  extant Arthropoda.  The  name  Chelicerata was  introduced  in  1901  by  the  Berlin‐based 
zoologist Richard Heymons (Greek χηλη, chele, claw; κερας, ceras, horn) (Dunlop 2011). The 
marine origin of  this  invertebrate group  is still witnessed  in Pycnogonida  (sea spiders) and 
Xiphosura (horseshoe crabs). The biology of some fossil chelicerate groups, for example the 








The  taxon  Chelicerata  is  defined  by  their  first  appendages  –  the  chelicerae  – which  are 
eponymous  for  this  taxon.  Whereas  mandibulates  have  chewing  mouthparts  called 
mandibles, the chelicerae are usually shaped  like claws or pincers and are mostly used  for 
grasping  and  tearing  up  prey  (Dunlop  2011).  Besides  the  chelicerae,  there  are  few  other 
convincing autapomorphies, e.g. the division of the body in two tagmata, the cephalothorax 
(or prosoma) and the abdomen (or opisthosoma) (Ruppert, Fox et al. 2004; Westheide and 
Rieger 2006). The  traditional apomorphy  that  the deutocerebrum  (the  second ganglion of 
the  arthropod  brain)  and  the  corresponding  segment  with  its  appendage  are  absent  in 
chelicerates,  is  challenged.  Recent  molecular  and  morphological  studies  show  that 
chelicerates  possess  a  deutocerebrum  very well.  It  is  associated  to  the  chelicerae, which 
hence  are  homologous  to  the  first  antennae  of mandibulates  (Telford  and  Thomas  1998; 
Mittmann and Scholtz 2003).  
The  phylogeny  of  the  chelicerate  orders  has  been  the  subject  of  argument  for  over  a 





and  k)  from  the Bavarian  State Collection of  Zoology.  a, Callipallene  spectrum  (Dohrn, 
1881), Pycnogonida. b, Limulus polyphemus (Linnaeus, 1758), Xiphosura. c, Androctonus 
australis  (Linnaeus,  1758),  Scorpiones.  d,  Thelyphonus  caudatus  (Linnaeus,  1758), 
Uropygi.  e,  Phrynichus  reniformis  (Linnaeus,  1758),  Amblypygi.  f,  Liphistius malayanus 
Abraham, 1923, Araneae. g, Eukoenenia  strinatii Condé, 1977, Palpigradi. h, Neobisium 
sylvaticum (Koch, 1835), Pseudoscorpiones. i, Galeodellus caspius Birula 1890, Solifugae. 




and  Micrura  (Uropygi,  Amplypygi,  Araneae,  Palpigradi,  Ricinulei,  Acari)  (Shultz  1990). 
Recently  five  arachnid  clades were proposed, one of  them being  the  clade  Stomothecata 




sometimes  support  either  the  one  or  another  tree  (Wheeler  and  Hayashi  1998;  Giribet, 
Edgecombe  et  al.  2002;  Masta,  Longhorn  et  al.  2009).  However,  the  basal  position  of 
Pycnogonida and Xiphosura (see also below) is not under consideration in these studies. And 
lastly  some  palaeontologists  continue  a  long  tradition  of  placing  scorpions  even  outside 
Arachnida  with  Eurypterida  (Dunlop  and  Webster  1999;  Braddy,  Aldridge  et  al.  1999). 
Eurypterida  (sea scorpions) are  the extinct sister  taxon  to Xiphosura,  forming  together  the 
group Merostomata. 






Rota‐Stabelli,  Campbell  et  al.  2011).  The  monophyly  of  Pycnogonida,  Euchelicerata, 
Myriapoda,  Tetraconata/Pancrustacea  (Crustacea  +  Hexapoda),  and  Hexapoda  is  well 
supported,  by  both morphological  and molecular  results  (Giribet  and  Edgecombe  2012). 
However  convincing morphological  features  that  clearly  support one of  these  three  trees 
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Figure  3.  Current  hypotheses  of  interrelationships  in  Arthropoda.  a,  traditionally  the 
Chelicerata  (Pycnogonida  +  Euchelicerata)  are  seen  as  sister  taxon  to  the Mandibulata 
(Myriapoda, Crustacea, and Hexapoda). b, an alternative hypothesis  is  that Tetraconata 
or  Pancrustacea  (Crustacea  and  Hexapoda)  are  sister  taxon  to  Paradoxopoda  or 
Myriochelata (Myriapoda + Chelicerata). c,  in a third hypothesis even the monophyly of 




day  perspective most  probably  Chelicerata  (including  Pycnogonida)  is  the  sister  taxon  to 
Mandibulata, which includes the three groups of arthropods with mandibles as mouthparts: 
Myriapoda, Crustacea, and Hexapoda. Alternative concepts are Paradoxopoda (Myriapoda + 





As  one  can  see  pycnogonids  and  scorpions  –  the  study  objects  in  this  thesis  –  have  an 





described  species worldwide  (Arango  and Wheeler  2007). Due  to  their usually  small  size, 
slow‐motion  movement  and  cryptic  life  style  these  common  animals  are  normally 
completely unfamiliar to laypersons. Actually if one knows where to look, sea spiders can be 
found  in all oceans  from  the  littoral  zone  to  the deep  sea,  from  cold polar waters  to  the 
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warm  tropics. While most  species  are  benthic,  few  are  interstitial,  some  are  pelagic  and 
some are commensals or ectoparasites of other invertebrates. Usually they feed on sessile or 
slow‐moving organisms (e.g. bryozoans or anemones) (Arnaud and Bamber 1987). 




just; πους,  foot) and a popular name  is  “nobodies”. Today Pycnogonida  is  the valid  taxon 
name  for all  sea  spiders,  fossil and  recent, while Pantopoda  is used  for all  species with a 
reduced abdomen (one fossil and all recent species) (Dunlop and Arango 2005). 
Some  of  the  oldest  arthropod  fossils  are  sea  spiders,  dating  back  to  the Ordovician  and 
Silurian  (Rudkin,  Cuggy  et  al.  2013;  Siveter,  Sutton  et  al.  2004),  probably  even  to  the 
Cambrian (Waloszek and Dunlop 2002), indicating that this taxon is highly ancestral.  
Due  to  the  fact  that  convincing  synapomorphies with  other major  arthropod  groups  are 
scarce, their affinities are difficult to resolve (see above). Recent neuroanatomical studies of 
the  innervation  patterns  of  the  pycnogonid  brain  have  shown  that  the  cheliphores  of 
pycnogonids and the chelicerae in other chelicerates are homologous (Jager, Murienne et al. 
2006; Manuel, Jager et al. 2006) and hence are a convincing synapomorphy for Chelicerata 
(Pycnogonida  +  Euchelicerata).  In  order  to  find  further  comparable  characters  useful  for 













The  affinities  of  scorpions  in  the  chelicerate  tree  are  unresolved  (see  above).  The  oldest 
unequivocal arachnid fossils are scorpions, dating back to the Silurian, while debate remains 
regarding whether  their  earliest  representatives were  aquatic  or  terrestrial  (Laurie  1900; 
Dunlop 2010; Garwood and Edgecombe 2011). If scorpions and one or more other arachnid 
lineages came onto land independently or terrestrialisation occurred only once in Arachnida 
is  also  still  under  debate  (Dunlop  and Webster  1999;  Scholtz  and  Kamenz  2006;  Dunlop 
2010). However, scorpions are among the oldest terrestrial animals, and hence the eyes of 
scorpions  are  probably offshoots  of  the  oldest  eyes  adapted  to  terrestrial  life.  The  visual 




Characters which  can provide  insights about  taxonomic  relatedness  can be obtained  from 
morphology, fossils, nucleotide sequences, and others. One argument for using characters of 
the nervous system to study phylogenetic relationships  is that neuropils and pathways are 
likely  to be stable over considerable  long periods of geological  time and provide powerful 
indicators  of  relatedness  (Strausfeld  2012).  In  the  early  20th  century  the  Swedish 
neuroanatomists Nils Holmgren and his pupil Bertil Hanström were among the first authors 
who  recognised  the  relevance of brain architecture  in understanding arthropod phylogeny 
(Holmgren  1916;  Hanström  1926;  Hanström  1926;  Hanström  1928).  On  the  basis  of  the 
innervation of the eyes and the arrangement of the visual neuropils they proposed the two 
clades  Chelicerata  and  Mandibulata  (comprising  Hexapoda,  Crustacea,  and  Myriapoda). 
Furthermore,  they  supposed  the  origin  of  hexapods  from  crustaceans  rather  than  from 
myriapods,  what  was  ignored  for  a  long  time  and  is  recently  recovered  with  the 
Tetraconata/Pancrustacea  concept  by  neuroanatomists  using  new  staining methods  (e.g. 
immunohistology),  imaging  techniques  (TEM)  and  cladistic methods  (Dohle  2001;  Richter 
2002).  Since  the  two  Swedish pioneers  several nervous  system  characters,  including basic 
elements  of  the  brain  (e.g.  the  deutocerebrum,  see  above),  configurations  of  the  visual 
neuropils, and the ultrastructure of the eyes, have played  important roles  in the debate on 
arthropod  relationships.  For  this  field  of  research  two  different  approaches  – 
“neurophylogeny” (Paul 1989; Harzsch 2006) and “neural cladistics” (Strausfeld 2012) – were 
established.  The  neurophylogenetic  approach  follows  the  tradition  of  Holmgren  and 
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Hanström  and  tries  to  resolve  relationships  on  selected  features  of  the  nervous  system. 
Neural cladistics in turn tries to combine neuroanatomy with cladistics sensu Hennig (Hennig 
1950)  and  establishes  a  system  of  classification  in  the  form  of  cladograms  representing 
genealogical  relationships  among  taxa  on  the  basis  of  several  apomorphies  (derived 
characters).  
A  classic  example  that  shows  how  valuable  characters  from  the  nervous  system  and 
especially  from  the  visual  system  are,  are  the  above mentioned  researches  regarding  the 
Tetraconata/Pancrustacea concept. These characters are the ultrastructure of the eye which 
gave the group its name (tetrapartite crystalline cone in the ommatidia) (Melzer, Michalke et 





The  nervous  system  of  chelicerates  (exceptions  in  pycnogonids  see  below)  is  highly 
cerebralised and consists of a supraesophageal ganglion (or syncerebrum or brain) dorsal to 
the  esophagus  and  a  subesophageal  ganglion  (composed  of  several  fused  single  ganglia), 
both connected by circumenteric connectives, and abdominal ganglia (Westheide and Rieger 
2006; Ruppert, Fox et al. 2004). The brain is composed of three ganglia: proto‐, deuto‐, and 




1998;  Homberg  2008).  The  deutocerebrum  is  responsible  for  the  chelicerae  and  the 
tritocerebrum  for  the  pedipalps  (Telford  and  Thomas  1998; Mittmann  and  Scholtz  2003; 
Manuel, Jager et al. 2006). The subesophageal ganglion is connected via sensory and motor 
nerves  to  all  other  cephalothoracic  appendages.  The  abdominal  ganglia  are  in  the  basal 
horseshoe  crabs  and  scorpions  arranged  on  a  ventral  nerve  cord  and  in Arachnida  these 
ganglia  are  incorporated  into  the  subesophageal  ganglion.  The  nervous  system  of 




incorporated  into the  last walking  leg ganglion and  innervates the abdomen  (Winter 1980; 
Manuel, Jager et al. 2006).  
Usually the main sense organs  in Chelicerata – due to their mostly nocturnal  lifestyle – are 
sensory  setae.  These  are  often  accumulated  on  the  pedipalps  or  on  a  pair  of  specialised 
walking legs.  
As is typical for arthropods in Chelicerata median and lateral eyes occur (Paulus 1979). In the 
earliest  euchelicerate  lineages  (pycnogonids  have  only  one  type  of  eyes,  generally 
interpreted as median eyes) the  lateral eyes are compound eyes, which  is preserved  in the 
basal Xiphosura and also  found  in  fossils  (e.g. Eurypterida and  fossil scorpions)  (Westheide 




number  is  further  reduced or  lateral eyes are even absent. The  retinula or R‐cells  can be 
everse  (rhabdom orientated  to  the  light) or  inverse  (light  travels across  the axon and  the 
nucleus before  reaching  the  light  sensitive  rhabdom)  (Paulus 1979; Westheide and Rieger 
2006). 




are  pycnogonids  were  the  R‐cells  are  described  as  (pseudo)inverse  with  an  abnormal 
sequence of nucleus, rhabdom, and axon (Heß, Melzer et al. 1996). 
The  knowledge on  the  arrangement  and  innervation patterns of  the  visual neuropils  is  in 
most chelicerate orders at the stage of Holmgren (1916) and Hanström (1928). So far just for 
Limulus  polyphemus  (Xiphosura),  Cupiennius  salei  (Araneae),  and  Rilaena  triangularis 









d,  Achelia  echinata Hodge,  1864  under  a  stereo microscope.  e,  sampling  of  scorpions 








2006),  sampling of algae  (e.g. Halopteris  scoparia)  that are a habitat  for  sea  spiders while 
13
snorkelling  or  scuba  diving  and  dredge  collection  on  epibenthic  bryozoan  communities 
(Schüller 1989). In the latter two methods the animals have to be isolated from the algae or 
the  bryozoans  under  a  stereo  microscope  (Figure  4).  As  by‐product  the  collection  of 
Mediterranean  sea  spiders  at  the  Bavarian  State  Collection  of  Zoology was  considerably 
enhanced (Lehmann, Heß et al. 2014; Lehmann, Krapp et al. 2014). 
The  scorpions  (Euscorpius  italicus  (Herbst,  1800)) were  collected  by  the  author  in  Rovinj 
(Croatia) as well; they are frequently found under stones, logs, or bark (Figure 4). Additional 





is  understudied  in  science.  Except  for  a  few model  species,  like  Limulus  polyphemus  (see 
review  by  Battelle  (2006))  or  some  insect  species  (especially  Drosophila  melanogaster, 
summary  by  Strausfeld  (2012)),  in  the  majority  of  the  taxa  little  is  known  about  the 
innervation of the brain by the R‐cells and about the number, arrangement and morphology 
of the visual neuropils. 






These  findings  are  verified  and  enhanced  with  further  methods  (e.g.  Wigglesworth 
technique;  table 1). Additionally,  the  structure of  the eyes  in pycnogonids  is  studied with 
TEM.  Thus,  the  characters  of  the  visual  system  in  sea  spiders  and  scorpions  become 
comparable  with  that  in  other  arthropods,  especially  with  that  in  Limulus  which  is 
particularly well examined.  
With  the  development  of  new  3D‐EM  techniques  and  increasing  computing  power,  the 
research  field  of  connectomics  arose  just  recently.  The  term  “connectome”  refers  to  the 
mapping of all neural connections within an organism's nervous system or a confined part of 







neurophylogeny  or  neural  cladistics  since  pycnogonids  are  one  of  the  most  ancestral 
Table 1. Overview of methods used in this thesis. 
In this thesis various modern and traditional methods were used  in order to get several 
strains of evidence. Besides with  cutting edge  techniques,  like  the  FIB‐SEM,  significant 














































arthropods,  is presented.  For  the  first  time  in  invertebrates  the  FIB‐SEM,  that overcomes 
most of  the previous  technical  limitations,  is used  to  study  the  synaptic  connectivity. The 
advantages of this cutting‐edge method are that the generation of a 3D‐image‐stack  is fast 
and without loss, the images are perfectly aligned with a z‐resolution of 15 nm (TEM approx. 
70 nm), while  the x‐y‐resolution and contrast compared  to TEM are only  slightly  reduced. 
After image acquisition, these are aligned, manually segmented, and surface rendered in the 
computer  software  Amira.  In  three  image  stacks  of  different  resolution,  each  of  several 
hundred sections, the visual neuropils in the sea spider Achelia langi are analysed in order to 








In  this  thesis  the  variety  of  characters  are  studied  and  described  free  from  homology 
assumptions  in  the  first  place  and  only  thereafter  the  results  are  compared  with  other 
















Wiring a Periscope – Ocelli, Retinula Axons, Visual
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Abstract
The Pycnogonida or sea spiders are cryptic, eight-legged arthropods with four median ocelli in a ‘periscope’ or eye tubercle.
In older attempts at reconstructing phylogeny they were Arthropoda incertae sedis, but recent molecular trees placed them
as the sister group either to all other euchelicerates or even to all euarthropods. Thus, pycnogonids are among the oldest
extant arthropods and hold a key position for the understanding of arthropod evolution. This has stimulated studies of new
sets of characters conductive to cladistic analyses, e.g. of the chelifores and of the hox gene expression pattern. In contrast
knowledge of the architecture of the visual system is cursory. A few studies have analysed the ocelli and the uncommon
‘‘pseudoinverted’’ retinula cells. Moreover, analyses of visual neuropils are still at the stage of Hanstro¨m’s early
comprehensive works. We have therefore used various techniques to analyse the visual fibre pathways and the structure of
their interrelated neuropils in several species. We found that pycnogonid ocelli are innervated to first and second visual
neuropils in close vicinity to an unpaired midline neuropil, i.e. possibly the arcuate body, in a way very similar to ancestral
euarthropods like Euperipatoides rowelli (Onychophora) and Limulus polyphemus (Xiphosura). This supports the ancestrality
of pycnogonids and sheds light on what eyes in the pycnogonid ground plan might have ‘looked’ like. Recently it was
suggested that arthropod eyes originated from simple ocelli similar to larval eyes. Hence, pycnogonid eyes would be one of
the early offshoots among the wealth of more sophisticated arthropod eyes.
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Introduction
Sets of neuroanatomical characters have contributed important
arguments to the discussion about the phylogenetic position of
Pycnogonida. Lately, studies of the first head segment [1] in
Pycnogonida and of its appendages, the chelifores [2],[3],[4] have
shown that the innervation of the protocerebrum is promising in
this respect. In arthropods the protocerebrum’s sensory parts are
primarily responsible for the visual system. Due to its phylogenetic
relevance the latter is well studied [5], as exemplified by the
Tetraconata concept (Crustacea + Insecta), in which the structure
of the eyes is eponymous [6],[7]. In many arthropods both lateral
and median eyes occur, pycnogonids possess only a periscope-like
ocular tubercle with four ocelli generally interpreted as median
eyes, whereas classical lateral eyes are absent. The visual system of
sea spiders is sparsely examined, which is surprising considering
their key role as basal chelicerates/arthropods. The eyes of littoral
species – which are also used for this study – exhibit an optimum
light sensitivity of between 530–545 nm, similar to many marine
invertebrates which occupy a comparable habitat [8]. Probably
their most important function is to orientate the animal to the
incident light [8]. The quadruple of median ocelli in sea spiders
seem to represent an ancestral character state of median eyes in
Arthropoda and/or Euarthropoda [5], and correspond well to
what might be precursors of nauplius eyes and median eyes in
other arthropods. Remarkably, only few taxa have been studied in
detail with light [9],[10] and electron microscope [11],[12],
revealing some features typical of median eyes, i.e. that they are
pigment cup ocelli with latticed rhabdom, surrounding pigment
layers, and cuticular lens. Conversely, the structure of the retinula or
R-cells that could be described as ‘‘pseudoinverted’’, and the
presence of a tapetum lucidum (guanine multilayer reflector) might
be derived conditions. This very uncommon retinula cell architec-
ture shows more similarities to the lateral eyes of spiders than to
‘normal’ median eyes [12]. Notably, our knowledge of the visual
neuropils connected to the eyes is also cursory at this time.
Hanstro¨m’s [13] classical study suggested some putative visual
neuropils and their fibre connections based on classical histology
(with a few addenda contributed by Winter [14]), but they have
never been identified using unequivocal markers or tracers. Deeper
knowledge of, e.g., R-cell projections and visual neuropil architec-
ture is missing, hence there is no stable basis on which to compare
visual system features among pycnogonids and to those of their
putative arthropod outgroups. In Chelicerata other than Pycnogo-
nida, the visual systems of Limulus polyphemus [15],[16],[17] and
Cupiennius salei [18],[19], which are important model organisms in
the field of visual neuroscience, are especially well studied. In
scorpions the only study of the visual neuropils is that of Hanstro¨m
[13].
In the present study we therefore use a multiple-method (3D
semithin serial reconstruction, transmission EM, Wigglesworth
stains, cobalt backfills, Golgi technique) and multiple-species
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(Achelia langi, A. vulgaris, Endeis spinosa) approach. The visual
neuropils are identified, and their basic architecture is analysed
along with the termination sites of retinula cell axons, revealing
basic features of the visual system generally studied in Arthropoda
to allow comparison with other arthropod lineages.
Results
The visual system of the studied pycnogonids is composed of
(from distal to proximal): four ocelli in a periscope-like eye tubercle
(Fig. 1a); several nerve fibres projecting from the eyes proximal to
the dorsal protocerebrum (Fig. 1b); a dorsolateral thickening
where the nerve fibres from the two eyes of one hemisphere
concentrate without forming synaptic varicosities before entering
the protocerebrum (Fig. 1b, 2b, 3b); and two successive distinct
visual neuropils prepossessed by R-cell axons and terminals in
each brain hemisphere where the retinula cells terminate (Fig. 3).
Furthermore, there is an unpaired midline neuropil in the central
protocerebrum located underneath the second visual neuropils.
Transmission EM of Achelia vulgaris confirms the ‘‘pseudoin-
verted’’ structure of the ocelli also for this species (Figs. 1c, d). Each
of the four ocelli is connected to the brain via several nerve fibres
originating in a consorted manner in the form of a dorsoventral
row from the inner side of the ocelli (Fig. 1b). These fibres are
composed of a few axons from neighbouring retinula cells and
hence represent one part of the retina, i.e. one sector of the visual
Figure 1. Periscope-like ocular tubercle with ocelli and nerve fibres to the protocerebrum. a, Light microscopic picture of the ocular
tubercle (Ot) in Endeis spinosa showing two of the four ocelli (Oc). Bar 100 mm. b, 3D semithin serial reconstruction of nerve fibres projecting from left
rostral ocellus to dorsolateral thickening distal to first neuropil (Endeis spinosa). Note retained relative positions of nerve fibres representing subsets of
retinula cells (indicated by numbers). I–III: Three selected planes (Richardson staining; for position, see rendering at top right), showing profiles of
groups of photoreceptor nerve fibres, originating from neighbouring r-cells, indicated by numbers. I, Frontal section from top quarter of eye. II,
Frontal section from bottom quarter of eye. III, Frontal section through loose strand of nerve fibres just below eye. Bars 25 mm. Oc, ocelli; Ot, ocular
tubercle; Pc, protocerebrum; Th, thickening. c, Transmission EM of a single ocellus in Achelia vulgaris showing the arrangement of the retinula cells.
Ax, axon; Cu, cuticle; Hy, hypodermis; Nu, nucleus; Rh, rhabdom; Ta, tapetum. Bar 5 mm. d, Transmission EM of a retinula cell with a sequence from
outside to inside of nucleus (Nu), rhabdom (Rh), and axon (arrowhead) demonstrating their ‘‘pseudoinverted’’ structure (Achelia vulgaris). Bar 10 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030474.g001
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environment. The fibres join successively, and finally the nerves of
the two left and accordingly the two right ocelli combine in a
thickening dorsolaterally on each brain hemisphere just before
they enter the protocerebrum (Figs. 1b, 2b, 3b–d). The 3D-
reconstruction of Endeis spinosa shows a primitive form of retinotopic
projection arrangement of these nerve fibres, since they maintain
the same order – from top to bottom of each ocellus – as they enter
the thickening before the brain (Fig. 1b), i.e. nerve fibres originating
from the dorsalmost eye portion enter the thickening caudally, and
the ventralmost fibre projects to its rostral part. In this thickening all
nerve fibres from the eyes are bundled and a re-assortment of the
single axons takes place (Fig. 3b), but a typical neuropil architecture
caused by fine dendritic arborisations and axon collaterals was not
detected. Cobalt backfills via the ocelli in Achelia langi, A. vulgaris and
Endeis spinosa reveal two distinct retinula axon target regions in each
hemisphere of the protocerebrum, a first and a second visual
neuropil (Fig. 3). The first neuropil is located dorsolaterally in the
rostral part of the protocerebrum as an oval-shaped region laterally
embedded in the cell body rind of the brain (Fig. 2b, c). The second
neuropil lies deeper, under the cell body rind and in a more rostral
and central position in the protocerebrum. The second neuropils of
both brain hemispheres contact each other in the brain’s midline,
and are dumbbell-shaped when seen together (Fig. 2a, d).
After entering the brain the fibre bundle is split; one part of the
axons has its terminals in the first visual neuropil (Fig. 3a, b, c, f),
the other part passes the first one and terminates in the second
neuropil (Fig. 3a, d, e, g). This division is also observed by TEM
and Wigglesworth stains in Achelia vulgaris (Fig. 2b). With the latter
method, the first and second visual neuropil can be recognised as
dark-stained areas, as is typical for Wigglesworth-stained sensory
neuropils (Fig. 2). In addition, a tract originating from the first
neuropil has been identified that projects basally into the
protocerebrum (Figs. 2b; 3c, f). Axially beneath the left and right
second visual neuropil lies a roundish, unpaired midline neuropil,
also somewhat darker-stained, which can be identified as the
arcuate body (Fig. 2a, d).
Transmission EM of the first visual neuropil reveals several
clusters of cells with high electron density, identified as retinula
axon terminals, surrounded by cells with low electron density,
identified as second order neurons, with synapses between these
neurons (Fig. 2e, f). In the distal region of the visual neuropil
these cells fill a large part of the neuropil, in the proximal
region they taper off (Fig. 2e, f). At least some of the second
order neurons likely project deeper into the protocerebrum –
via the tract shown in Figures 2b and 3c, f – hence are visual
interneurons.
Figure 2. Anatomy of the visual neuropils (a–d, Wigglesworth stains, Achelia vulgaris; e, f TEM, Endeis spinosa). Note dark stain of sensory
neuropils after application of Wigglesworth’s technique. a, Eye tubercle with two ocelli (Oc) and protocerebrum with left and right second visual
neuropils (arrowheads) and arcuate body (arrow), transversal section. Bar 50 mm. b, Thickening (Th) distal to protocerebral cell body rind, first visual
neuropil (Vn1), bifurcation of visual tract into a subset of fibres projecting to first (arrow) and second neuropil (arrowhead), respectively, and tract
connecting first visual neuropil with protocerebrum (asterisk), sagittal section. Bar 25 mm. c, First visual neuropils (arrowheads) dorsolaterally in rostral
part of protocerebrum, transversal section. Bar 25 mm. d, Second visual neuropils (arrowheads) deeper in protocerebrum in a more rostral and central
position, and arcuate body (arrow), transversal section. Bar 25 mm. e, f, Frontal section of distal (e) and (f) of proximal region of first visual neuropil
showing arrangement of retinula axon terminals (arrowheads) and dendrites and cell bodies of visual second order neurons (asterisks). Note that in
distal region (e) retinula axons are broad; in proximal region (f) they are narrow. Bars 5 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030474.g002
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Golgi-impregnated brains of Achelia langi and A. vulgaris show
that in this neuropil the terminals are branched and have synaptic
varicosities (Fig. 3b). In the second visual neuropil, cobalt backfills
identify only varicosities with certainty, whereas branching is
suggested only (Fig. 3a, d, e, g). Axons of the right and left second
visual neuropils contact each other medially (Fig. 3e, g); a few
axons of the right retinula cells also terminate in the contralateral
left neuropil, and vice versa (Fig. 3a). This is supported by cobalt
backfills in which retinula cells of only one hemisphere are stained,
but terminals that also end in the contralateral neuropil can be
identified. Furthermore, one single axon per brain hemisphere
travels through the second visual neuropil and terminates even
deeper in the brain (Fig. 3g), with varicosities all over its extension.
Discussion
Our studies confirm that the brain area described by Hanstro¨m
[13] as ‘‘Sehmasse’’ is a genuine visual neuropil. This neuropil was
also found by Winter [14] (‘‘Seemasse 1’’). In addition he suggested
the presence of a second visual neuropil (‘‘Seemasse 2’’) postero-
ventrally adjacent to the first neuropil, but this one was not stained
by our cobalt backfills, though a tract projecting to this region is
identifiable in our stains. If present, this neuropil would therefore
not be a target of visual fibres, but of visual interneurons.
Conversely, the brain area interpreted byWinter [14] as the calyx
of the mushroom body corresponds in position and shape exactly to
the second visual neuropil that we identified with cobalt backfills.
How can this contradictory result be explained? Winter described
the mushroom body without going into detail; his observations were
based on classical histology only. He named a region under the cell
body rind as paired ‘‘Corpora pedunculata’’, which equates to the
calyx of mushroom bodies [20], with ventrally adjacent ‘‘Stielele-
menten’’, which equate to the pedunculus of mushroom bodies [20].
In the meantime Strausfeld et al. [21] described a different brain
area as the mushroom body. In this interpretation the mushroom
body lobes were characterised – like those of onychophorans – as
horseshoe-shaped, and as confluent across the midline of the
protocerebrum, but a primitive nature was suggested. This indicates
that Winter might have misinterpreted the mushroom body. This
view is also supported by the present findings, since the mushroom
bodies in arthropods are generally not innervated by median eye
retinula axons [21], and the neuropil in question is unequivocally
identified here as a visual neuropil.
Furthermore, we possibly localised the arcuate body in a
position of the protocerebrum different from the one suggested by
Hanstro¨m or Winter (‘‘Zentralko¨rper’’ [13],[14]), i.e. right beneath
the second visual neuropils, a region not specified by those
authors. In the chelicerates only one unpaired midline neuropil in
the protocerebrum is known, the arcuate body [22]. It has a dorso-
posterior position in the brain’s midline and is closely related to the
visual system [22],[23]. The same features are found here for
pycnogonids, although this neuropil is not as complex as in other
chelicerates or onychophorans but rather small. Thus, this
neuropil may be the arcuate body of pycnogonids, but more
research about this issue will have to be done.
Thus, our study leads to a new interpretation of the visual
system as well as of the general architecture of the pycnogonid
protocerebrum. The visual system comprises three main elements:
Figure 3. Neuroanatomy of the visual neuropils revealed with cobalt backfills (a, c, d, f, g) and Golgi technique (b, e). a, b, Achelia
langi; c–e, Achelia vulgaris; f, g, Endeis spinosa. In a and g cobalt backfills of two sections are combined. a, First (arrow) and second (asterisk) visual
neuropil identified with cobalt backfills, transversal section. Note dense arrangement of cobalt filled profiles in both neuropil pairs. Arrowhead points
to a few axons of the right retinula cells that send axon collaterals to the contralateral, left neuropil. Bar 50 mm. b, Retinula axons projecting from
dorsal through dorsolateral thickening (asterisk) into first visual neuropil (arrow) where they form short collaterals and synaptic varicosities; note re-
assortment of single axons (arrowhead), transversal section. Bar 25 mm. c, d, Retinula axon terminals in first (c) and second (d) visual neuropil, with
synaptic varicosities in both neuropils (arrowheads); in c a tract connects first visual neuropil with protocerebrum (asterisk); sagittal sections. Bars
25 mm. e, Retinula axons (arrows) and second visual neuropils (arrowheads), transversal section. Bar 25 mm. f, g, Cobalt backfills of retinula axons
terminating in first (e) and second (f) visual neuropils (asterisks); in f a tract connects first visual neuropil with protocerebrum (arrowhead); in g a fibre
connecting ipsi- and contralateral second neuropil is seen (arrowheads), note a single fibre per brain hemisphere that travels through second visual
neuropil and terminates deeper in protocerebrum (arrows); transversal sections. Bar 50 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030474.g003
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(1) a thickening where the retinotopic nerve fibres from the median
eyes are docking and re-assorted; (2) a first and (3) a second visual
neuropil, each targeted by subsets of the retinula axon terminals;
and (4) the second visual neuropil is located in close vicinity to an
unpaired midline neuropil, possibly the arcuate body. Further-
more, there are projections to the contralateral second neuropil
and fibres projecting to centres located deeper in the protocer-
ebrum. These highly specific features allow a detailed comparison
with the situation found in other arthropods.
In Tetraconata or Pancrustacea one finds only a single median
ocellar nerve with terminals of the ocellar photoreceptor in the
dorso-median protocerebrum (e.g. Balanus nubilus [24] and
Schistocerca gregaria [25]). In Myriapoda median eyes are absent.
In Chelicerata and Onychophora the projections of the median
eye nerves differ fundamentally from those in Mandibulata – and
are similar to the pycnogonid condition found here – in having a
paired nerve that connects the eyes with the brain. In derived taxa
such as the spider Cupiennius [18] there is only one target region of
the retinula axon terminals of the median eyes (principal eyes or
anterior median eyes): the first anterior median eye neuropil,
dorso-lateral in each brain hemisphere. A similar situation is found
in scorpions [13], and it differs from our findings on pycnogonids.
Conversely, in Limulus [16] two target regions of the median eyes
in each brain hemisphere exist: the two ocelli are indeed only
innervated to the ocellar ganglion, but the fused rudimentary
median eye is innervated to the ocellar ganglion and simulta-
neously to a region near the central body, as also shown here for
sea spiders. In Onychophora (Euperipatoides rowelli) [26],[27], one of
the putative sister taxa of Euarthropoda, the presence of
photoreceptor terminals in a first visual neuropil, which lies
directly beneath the eye, was suggested [26],[27]. From this first
neuropil, an optic tract projects further and then bifurcates as in
pycnogonids. Its ventral branch extends to a second visual
neuropil near the mushroom body calyces, while the dorsal
branch gives rise to another second visual neuropil, which flanks
the arcuate body laterally. Thus, comparing the median eye visual
system of pycnogonids to that of other (pan)arthropods, the
similarities are greatest to xiphosurans and onychophorans,
intermediate to spiders and scorpions, and lowest to mandibulate
arthropods.
The dorso-posterior position of the pycnogonid arcuate body is
also in accordance with that in other chelicerates and in
onychophorans (see review by Homberg [22]), but in Limulus
and arachnids it is more or less horseshoe-shaped, and in
Onychophora it is subdivided in lamina posterior and lamina
anterior. In these taxa the arcuate body is associated with the
visual system, in Limulus and arachnids actually with the median
eyes [22]. The close vicinity to the second visual neuropils leads
one to assume that in pycnogonids the arcuate body is also
associated with the visual system.
The similarities between Pycnogonida and Onychophora and
Xiphosura, the two taxa with the greatest accordance, are that all
three taxa have (1) a paired nerve that connects the eyes with the
brain; (2) two visual neuropils within the brain connected to
(median) eyes; and (3) that one of the visual neuropils lies in direct
vicinity to an unpaired midline neuropil, i.e. arcuate body. But
there are also differences to these two taxa; in Limulus only the
axons of the fused rudimentary median eye has these two target
regions (the axons of the two other median eyes all end in the
ocellar ganglion), and these retinula axons have some branches
both in the ocellar ganglion and in the region near the central
body. In pycnogonids the retinula axons have branches only in the
first or second visual neuropil, and never in both neuropils
simultaneously. In onychophorans there are three visual neuropils:
one first visual neuropil beneath the eye, and two second neuropils
within the brain; in pycnogonids only two genuine neuropils
containing R-cell axon terminals and the distal thickening are
found. However, bifurcation of visual tracts is found only in
Onychophora and Pycnogonida. In onychophorans it has not
been analysed whether the photoreceptor axons terminate in the
first visual neuropil only or also in the second neuropils. This
would be valuable information for further comparisons.
Features that might be unique to sea spiders, as they have not
been found in other arthropods, are that some of the terminals of
retinula axons end in the contralateral second visual neuropil, and
that fibres project to deeper areas of the protocerebrum.
The sets of characters studied here for pycnogonids and those of
other arthropods are summarised in the data matrix given in
Table 1 and in Figure 4. The visual system in sea spiders shows far
more similarities to those in basal xiphosurans and even in an
arthropod outgroup – oynchophorans – than to those in derived
chelicerates like scorpions and spiders (Table 1, Fig. 4). This
represents another argument for placement of the sea spiders at
the base of the Chelicerata or even Euarthropoda, as suggested by
recent molecular trees [28], [29].
The fact that the visual system of pycnogonids shows more
similarities to the fused rudimentary median eye of Limulus than to
the ‘normal’ median eye, is of special interest. If arthropod eyes
originated from simple ocelli similar to larval eyes [30],
pycnogonid eyes could be one of their early offshoots, which date
Table 1. Data matrix with pycnogonid eye features (this study) compared to median eyes of other arthropods (citations for














A 0 0 0 0 1 1
B 0 0 0 0 1 1
C - 0 0 1 1 1
D 0 0 1 1 1 1
E - 0 0 1 1 1
A, eye nerves paired and arranged in bilateral symmetry (0) or unpaired (1); B, visual neuropils paired and arranged in bilateral symmetry (0) or unpaired ocellar centre
(1); C, number of visual neuropils innervated by R-cell axons greater than one (0) or equal to one (1); D, bifurcation of subsets of visual fibres targeting two different
neuropils present (0) or absent (1); E, second visual neuropil with visual fibre terminals in close vicinity to arcuate body present (0) or absent (1). Due to absence of
median eyes, Myriapoda are omitted; ‘‘-‘‘ indicates that the feature has not been studied.
*characters of fused rudimentary median eye.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030474.t001
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back at least 500 Myr to the Cambrian [31], and be older than the
appearance of distinct lateral and median eyes.
Materials and Methods
Specimen collection
The specimens of Achelia langi, A. vulgaris and Endeis spinosa were
collected during field trips in 2009 and 2010 to Rovinj (Croatia),
Isola del Giglio (Italy), and Roscoff (France).
3D-Reconstruction
Eye tubercle (prepared as for TEM) was cut into a most
complete semithin cross-section series (1 mm) using a HistoJumbo
diamond knife on a RMC-MTXL ultramicrotome. The slices
were mounted on glass slides, stained with methylene blue (after
Richardson et al. [32]), coverslipped and photographed with a
conventional light microscope (40x, NA 0.95). The images were
contrast enhanced in Photoshop and then aligned, segmented and
rendered in Amira.
Figure 4. Comparison of visual systems of (a) Onychophora (Euperipatoides rowelli), (b) Xiphosura (Limulus polyphemus), and (c)
Pycnogonida (Achelia spp., Endeis spinosa). Ab, arcuate body; Ey, eye; La, lamina; Lon, lateral optic nerve; Me, medulla; Mon, median optic nerve;
Og, ocellar ganglion; Ra, retinula axon; Th, thickening; Von, ventral optic nerve; Vn, visual neuropil. a, Visual pathways from the eyes are shown, with
first and second optic neuropils indicated. After Strausfeld et al.[27]. b, Terminals of median rudimentary photoreceptor have some branches in
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TEM
After dissection of abdomen, legs and proboscis the animals
were fixed in 4% glutardialdehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer at
4uC, postosmicated and embedded in epoxy resin. Ultra-thin
sections of 70–100 nm thickness were made with a diamond knife
on an RMC-MTXL ultramicrotome. The sections were stained
with uranyl actetate and lead citrate, and inspected in an FEI
Morgagni transmission EM at 80 kV.
Osmium-Ethyl Gallate procedure (modified after
Wigglesworth [33])
After dissection of abdomen, legs and proboscis the animals
were fixed in 3% glutardialdehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer at 4
uC. After postosmication the animals were stained for 48 hours at
4 uC in a saturated ethyl gallate solution, dehydrated, kept
overnight in methyl benzoate, embedded and sectioned (5–8 mm).
Cobalt backfills (modified after Altman & Tyrer [34])
CoCl2 crystals were inserted in one or two ocelli with a tungsten
needle. After diffusion times between 1 and 5 hours, cobalt was
precipitated with (NH4)2S solution. Animals were fixed in AAF
(ethanol, glacial acetic acid, formaldehyde), silver intensified,
embedded, and sectioned (10–12 mm).
Golgi technique
Abdomen, legs and proboscis were dissected and the cuticle
regions surrounding the central nervous system were perforated in
order to increase the chances for staining the desired areas. The
preparations were submitted to two cycles of the Golgi-Colonnier
method [35], embedded and sectioned (10–20 mm).
Terminology
All neuroanatomical terms and definitions were adopted from
Richter et al. [20].
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Looking like Limulus? – Retinula axons and visual
neuropils of the median and lateral eyes of
scorpions
Tobias Lehmann1,2* and Roland R Melzer1,2,3
Abstract
Background: Despite ongoing interest in the neurophysiology of visual systems in scorpions, aspects of their
neuroanatomy have received little attention. Lately sets of neuroanatomical characters have contributed important
arguments to the discussion of arthropod ground patterns and phylogeny. In various attempts to reconstruct
phylogeny (from morphological, morphological + molecular, or molecular data) scorpions were placed either as
basalmost Arachnida, or within Arachnida with changing sister-group relationships, or grouped with the extinct
Eurypterida and Xiphosura inside the Merostomata. Thus, the position of scorpions is a key to understanding
chelicerate evolution. To shed more light on this, the present study for the first time combines various techniques
(Cobalt fills, DiI / DiO labelling, osmium-ethyl gallate procedure, and AMIRA 3D-reconstruction) to explore central
projections and visual neuropils of median and lateral eyes in Euscorpius italicus (Herbst, 1800) and E. hadzii Di
Caporiacco, 1950.
Results: Scorpion median eye retinula cells are linked to a first and a second visual neuropil, while some fibres
additionally connect the median eyes with the arcuate body. The lateral eye retinula cells are linked to a first and a
second visual neuropil as well, with the second neuropil being partly shared by projections from both eyes.
Conclusions: Comparing these results to previous studies on the visual systems of scorpions and other chelicerates,
we found striking similarities to the innervation pattern in Limulus polyphemus for both median and lateral eyes.
This supports from a visual system point of view at least a phylogenetically basal position of Scorpiones in
Arachnida, or even a close relationship to Xiphosura. In addition, we propose a ground pattern for the central
projections of chelicerate median eyes.
Keywords: Chelicerata, Scorpiones, Visual system, Central projections, Phylogeny
Introduction
Scorpions have two classes of eyes: one pair of large ele-
vated eyes in the middle of the carapace commonly re-
ferred to as median eyes, and two to five pairs of small
eyes along the anterior, lateral margin of the carapace,
commonly referred to as lateral eyes [1]. In both types,
the eye is composed of a cuticular lens, photoreceptor
cells, arhabdomeric cells, efferent neurosecretory fibres,
and pigment cells. However, there are characteristic
differences in ultrastructure: in the lateral eyes the fo-
cusing lens and the vitreous body are lacking, and the
rhabdomeres of all retinula cells form a contiguous
rhabdom; median eyes, on the other hand, possess a fo-
cusing lens and a vitreous body, and the rhabdomeres of
4-6 retinula cells form separated star-shaped rhabdoms
[2-4]. Additionally a pair of minute accessory lateral eyes
have been demonstrated in prenymphs and nymphs of
Parabuthus transvaalicus at the posterior end of the lat-
eral eye row, and separated from these by a cuticular
ridge [5]. These eyes are composed of photoreceptor
cells, arhabdomeric cells and efferent neurosecretory
fibres, but a cuticular lens and pigment granules are
absent.
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The median eyes are the scorpion's main eyes, allow
good image processing with relatively high acuity and
good spatial discrimination, and exhibit a distinct circa-
dian sensitivity rhythm [3]. In lateral eyes, due to the
construction of the dioptric apparatus as well as the
anatomy of the retina, the visual acuity is reduced. They
have been suggested to function mainly as extremely
sensitive light detectors, e.g. for Zeitgeber stimuli to
synchronize a circadian clock [3,4]. The neurobiology of
this circadian clock is well known for the North African
desert scorpion, Androctonus australis (see summary by
Fleissner [6]).
So far, the visual systems of scorpions have been stud-
ied mainly in a neurophysiological context, whereas their
morphological features are undescribed on a level that
would allow phylogenetic comparisons [7-9]. Holmgren
[7] suggested a series of four visual neuropils (“Seemasse
1–4”), with the median eyes linked to the first and the
lateral eyes to the second neuropil. Holmgren’s pupil,
Hanström [8], identified the same neuropils, but distin-
guished between median and lateral eye neuropils and
suggested that the median eyes are linked to one neuro-
pil and the lateral eyes to three subsequent neuropils,
while some fibre bundles project from the median eye
neuropil to the third lateral eye neuropil. Fleissner [9]
reported that the photoreceptor cell axons of the median
eyes terminate within a first neuropil (“lamina”), while
the axons of the arhabdomeric cells terminate in a sec-
ond neuropil (“medulla”); the retinula cell axon termi-
nals of the lateral eyes were not defined.
Lately the structure and development of various
nervous systems have played important roles in debates
concerning arthropod evolution and phylogeny. For
this field of research two different approaches –
“neurophylogeny” [10,11] and “neural cladistics” [12] – were
established.
In Chelicerata other than Scorpiones, especially well
studied visual systems are that of the xiphosuran Lim-
ulus polyphemus [13-16], which is an important, well in-
vestigated species in the field of visual neuroscience, and
those of several Araneae [17-20] (Salticus scenicus,
Habrocestum pulex, and Cupiennius salei). Recent inves-
tigations addressed visual systems in Pycnogonida [21]
(Achelia langi, A. vulgaris, and Endeis spinosa), the sister
taxon to Euchelicerata or even to Euarthropoda, and in
Onychophora [22,23] (Euperipatoides rowelli, Epiperipatus
biolleyi, and Metaperipatus blainvillei), a putative arthro-
pod outgroup.
The phylogenetic position of Scorpiones was discussed
in various ways over the last one hundred years: Analysis
based on morphological data either saw Scorpiones as
highly ancestral Arachnida and as the sister taxon to
Lipoctena (= all other arachnids) [24], or grouped
Scorpiones together with Opiliones, Pseudoscorpiones,
and Solifugae, to form the arachnid subgroup of
Dromopoda [25]. Recently five arachnid clades were pro-
posed, one of them being the clade Stomothecata
comprising Scorpiones and Opiliones, but the relation-
ships between those 5 clades is unresolved [26]. Com-
bined morphological and molecular analyses support
Dromopoda [27,28]. Also in molecular studies, the
phylogenetic position of scorpions is interpreted in dif-
ferent ways [29,30]. And lastly some palaeontologists
continue a long tradition of placing scorpions outside
Arachnida with Eurypterida [31,32]. Eurypterida (the sea
scorpions) is the extinct sister taxon to Xiphosura, with
which it forms the group Merostomata.
To make the visual system in scorpions accessible for
phylogenetic comparison with those in other chelicerates,
the present study employs several independent approaches
(3D serial reconstruction, Cobalt fills, DiI / DiO labelling,
Wigglesworth stains). In the scorpion species Euscorpius
italicus (Herbst, 1800) and E. hadzii Di Caporiacco, 1950,
the visual neuropils of the median and lateral eyes are iden-
tified with Cobalt fills and DiI / DiO labelling, and their
general architecture is studied along with the termination
sites of retinula cell axons. Additionally the main neuropils
of the protocerebrum are described by means of osmium-
ethyl gallate procedure and AMIRA 3D-reconstruction.
This reveals features of the visual system generally studied
in Chelicerata, to allow comparisons with other lineages.
Results
General layout of the visual system
The visual system in the studied scorpion species,
Euscorpius italicus and E. hadzii, is composed of two
median eyes located medially on top of the cephalo-
thorax, and two pairs of lateral eyes located along the
front corners of the cephalothorax. Nerve fibres project
from the median and lateral eyes proximally to the
dorso-lateral protocerebrum. The two median eyes sup-
ply two distinct, successive visual neuropils as targets of
the R-cell axons; few fibres additionally connect the me-
dian eyes with the arcuate body (Figure 1). The first
neuropil is located dorso-anteriorly in the lateral part of
the protocerebrum, as an oval-shaped region laterally
embedded in the cell body rind of the brain (Figure 1A).
The second neuropil lies deeper, under the cell body
rind and in a more ventral and lateral position in the
protocerebrum (Figure 1B–F).
The two lateral eyes also supply two distinct, succes-
sive visual neuropils as targets of the R-cell axons
(Figure 2). The second visual neuropils of the median
and lateral eyes overlap each other; this means that some
R-cell axons of the median and lateral eyes end in a shared
region of the second visual neuropil (Figures 3, 4). The
first neuropil is located in the lateral and anterior part of
the protocerebrum, 50–100 μm ventrally underneath the
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first visual neuropil of the median eyes. It is oval, and lat-
erally embedded in the cell body rind of the brain
(Figure 2A–C). The second neuropil lies posterior to the
first neuropil and is also oval (Figure 2D, E).
The visual neuropils are unequivocally identified with
Cobalt fills and DiI / DiO labelling (Figures 1, 2, 3 and
4), and can also be recognised with osmium-ethyl-gallate
staining (Figure 5), as dark-stained areas, as is typical for
dense neuropils such as sensory neuropils. The third tar-
get region, i.e. that of the median eyes in the vicinity of
the arcuate body, is also identified with both, Cobalt fills
and DiI / DiO labelling (Figures 1, 4).
Furthermore, the arcuate body occupies a superficial,
dorso-posterior position in the brain; its shape is slightly
bent anteriorly (Figure 5F). The mushroom bodies are
located parallel to the midline on each side of the
protocerebrum (Figure 5D, E). Both neuropils can be
recognised with osmium-ethyl-gallate staining.
Cobalt fills and DiI labelling via median eyes
Both methods of staining via the median eyes reveal two
distinct retinula axon target regions in each hemisphere
of the protocerebrum, a first and a second visual neuro-
pil (Figures 1, 4A–C). Furthermore, fibres attributed to
visual neurons connect the median eyes with the arcuate
body (Figures 1, 4A–C).
Cobalt fills: Immediately after entering the brain the
retinula axons build synaptic varicosities all over their
extension within the neuropil (Figure 1A). After the first
neuropil the retinula axons project ventro-posteriorly in
a tract through the cell body rind deeper in the
protocerebrum (Figure 1A, B). In this tract no synaptic
varicosities appear. After passing through the cell body
rind the axons diverge in two directions (Figure 1B, D).
The larger parts of the axons first make a U-turn, then
project anteriorly towards the visual neuropils of the lat-
eral eyes (see below), while a few axons run further
Figure 1 Cobalt fills via median eyes, sagittal sections. A, first median eye visual neuropil posteriorly in dorso-lateral protocerebrum. Note
dense arrangement of Cobalt-filled profiles. Arrowheads point to axons extending to arcuate body. Bar 100 μm. B, bifurcation of fibres projecting
from first to second median eye neuropil. Arrowheads point to axons extending to arcuate body. Bar 100 μm. C, second median eye visual
neuropil under cell body rind, divided by an annulus into posterior and anterior subunit. Bar 100 μm. D, detail of bifurcation, varicosities in
anterior subunit of second median eye visual neuropil. Arrowhead points to axons extending to arcuate body. Bar 100 μm. E, detail of second
median eye visual neuropil, showing varicosities in both subunits. Arrowhead points to axons extending to arcuate body. Bar 100 μm. F, detail of
annulus (arrows). Bar 25 μm. G, combination of five successive sections to demonstrate path of Cobalt-filled axons connecting median eyes with
arcuate body via bifurcation seen in B and D. Bar 50 μm. AB, arcuate body; L1, first lateral eye visual neuropil; L2, second lateral eye visual
neuropil; M1, first median eye visual neuropil; M2, second median eye visual neuropil.
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posteriorly to the vicinity of the arcuate body – which
lies dorso-posteriorly in the protocerebrum – without
entering the arcuate body directly (Figure 1A, B, D, E, G).
These posterior-running fibres connecting the median
eyes with the arcuate body were observed in a few
specimens only. Immediately after the bifurcation,
about half a dozen fibres with few synaptic varicosi-
ties are visible, but only one or two fibres are Cobalt-
filled as far as the vicinity of the arcuate body. This
might have resulted from experimental diffusion times
(1–4 h) too short for such a long distance (approx.
300 μm). The anteriorly running fibres end in the
second visual neuropil (Figure 1B–F). This neuropil
lies underneath the cell body rind and is split in two
subunits, an anterior and a posterior one, divided by
an annulus (Figure 1E, F). Synaptic varicosities occur
in both subunits. The anterior subunit lies in the dor-
sal part of the second visual neuropil of the lateral
eyes (see below).
DiI labelling: The same target regions identified with
Cobalt fills could be labelled with DiI (Figure 4A–C).
After the first neuropil the retinula axons project
ventro-posteriorly and diverge in two directions. The lar-
ger parts of the axons project to the second neuropil,
while few fibres attributed to visual neurons run further
posteriorly to the arcuate body. The morphology of the
second visual neuropil is very similar to that visible in
the Cobalt fills (Figure 4B). Again the neuropil is com-
posed of two subunits divided by an annulus. However,
the two subunits extend more ventrally; in the Cobalt
fills, synaptic varicosities of the anterior subunit can be
found only in the dorsal part of the second visual neuro-
pil of the lateral eyes, while with DiI labelling synaptic
varicosities can be found throughout this neuropil. This
may be a result of the long diffusion time and hence of
transcellular labelling. The fibres running posteriorly to-
wards the arcuate body can be identified with DiI label-
ling as well. Synaptic varicosities after the bifurcation are
Figure 2 Cobalt fills via lateral eyes, sagittal sections. A, first lateral eye visual neuropil posteriorly in ventro-lateral protocerebrum. Note
dense arrangement of Cobalt-filled profiles. Bar 100 μm. B, C, details of Cobalt-filled retinula axons with varicosities at entrances to first lateral eye
visual neuropil. Bars 25 μm. D, E, Cobalt fills of retinula axons terminating in first and second lateral eye visual neuropils. Note that some fibres
seem to cross between first and second visual neuropils. Bars 100 μm. L1, first lateral eye visual neuropil; L2, second lateral eye visual neuropil.
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better recognisable than in the Cobalt fills. Furthermore,
the axons are labelled all the way through the arcuate
body, the pale labelling resulting from the fact that only
few axons are present in this area (Figure 4A).
Cobalt fills via lateral eyes
Cobalt fills via the lateral eyes also reveal two distinct re-
tinula axon target regions in each hemisphere of the
protocerebrum, a first and a second visual neuropil
(Figure 2).
After entering the first visual neuropil the retinula
axons build synaptic varicosities all over their exten-
sions (Figure 2A–C). A chiasma between the first and
second visual neuropils is not positively identified
in any of the chosen section planes (sagittal, frontal
or transversal), but fibres that seem to cross be-
tween first and second visual neuropil are observed
(Figure 2D, E).
In the second visual neuropil the retinula axon
terminals are branched and have synaptic varicosities
(Figure 2D, E). In the dorsal region of this neuropil
terminals of the retinula axons of the median eyes are
observed in preparations in which retinula axons of both
median and lateral eyes are Cobalt-filled (Figure 3B, D)
(see below).
Cobalt fills and DiI / DiO labelling simultaneously via
median and lateral eyes
As above the median eyes are directly linked to a first
and a second neuropil, and connected to the arcuate
Figure 3 Cobalt fills simultaneously via median and lateral eyes, sagittal sections. A, first median and lateral eye visual neuropils, located
posteriorly in lateral protocerebrum. Both neuropils with Cobalt-filled retinula axons. Bar 250 μm. B, second visual neuropils of median and lateral
eyes. Besides regions with only Cobalt-filled R-cell axons of median or lateral eyes, encircled region with Cobalt-filled R-cell axons of both median
and lateral eyes. Bar 250 μm. C, detail of first median and lateral eye visual neuropils. Note tract through cell body rind projecting to second
median eye visual neuropil. First varicosities appear posterior to first lateral eye visual neuropil, indicating second lateral eye visual neuropil. Bar
100 μm. D, detail of second visual neuropils of median and lateral eyes. One can distinguish between lateral and median eye fills, lateral fills
brighter. Besides regions with only Cobalt-filled R-cell axons of median or lateral eyes, encircled region with Cobalt-filled R-cell axons of both
median and lateral eyes. Bar 100 μm. L1, first lateral eye visual neuropil; L2, second lateral eye visual neuropil; M1, first median eye visual neuropil;
M2, second median eye visual neuropil; M/L2, region of L2 or M2 with Cobalt-filled R-cell axons of both median and lateral eyes.
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body (Figures 1, 3, 4), the lateral eyes are linked to a first
and a second neuropil (Figures 2, 3, 4E ,F).
Cobalt fills: The second visual neuropils of median
and lateral eyes overlap each other. This means that be-
sides the regions with only Cobalt-filled R-cell axons of
median or lateral eyes, there is a region with Cobalt-
filled R-cell axons from both median and lateral eyes
(Figure 3B, D).
DiI / DiO labelling: The second visual neuropils of me-
dian and lateral eyes overlap each other, and the same
region with R-cell axons from both median and lateral
eyes can be identified with DiI labelling via lateral eyes
and with DiO labelling via median eyes (Figure 4E). DiI-
and DiO-labelled cell bodies in the cell body rind near
the neuropils indicate that transcellular labelling oc-
curred (Figure 4D–E). Hence, in contrast to the Cobalt
fills, where no transcellular staining occurred, DiO from
the median eyes is identifiable even in the first lateral
eye neuropil, and DiI from the lateral eyes even in the
posterior subunit of the second median eye neuropil.
Figure 6 shows the summary of the retinula axons and
visual neuropils of the median and lateral eyes in E.
italicus.
Discussion
The present study constitutes another case that a com-
parison of more recent findings with those of the early
20th century neuroanatomists, Nils Holmgren [7] and
Bertil Hanström [8] is worthwhile. The latter authors
correctly identified the visual neuropils of scorpions, but
misinterpreted the tracts between them. Holmgren de-
scribed the same neuropils as Hanström, but did not dif-
ferentiate between median and lateral eye neuropils.
Holmgren’s first and fourth visual neuropils actually are
median eye neuropils, his second and third neuropils are
lateral eye neuropils. Hanström made this differentiation,
Figure 4 DiI and DiO labelling via median or median and lateral eyes (A, B, fluorescence microscope; C–D, CLSM). A, B, DiI-labelled first
and second median eye neuropils. Arrowheads point to axons extending to arcuate body with varicosities after bifurcation, few axons
terminating within the arcuate body. Note same annulus as seen in Cobalt fills (arrow). A, frontal view; B, sagittal view. Bars 200 μm. C, Specimen
as in A, B, studied with CLSM. Frontal view. Bar 100 μm. D–E, Combined DiO-labelled median (green) and DiI-labelled lateral (yellow) eye
neuropils. Frontal view. Bars 50 μm. D, DiO-labelled first and second median eye neuropils (green). Note that DiO-stained cell bodies (arrows)
indicate transcellular staining. E, DiI-labelled first and second lateral eye neuropils (yellow). Note that DiI-stained cell bodies (arrows) indicate
transcellular staining. F, Combined image of DiO-labelled median (green) and DiI-labelled lateral (yellow) eye neuropils. Encircled region of
second median and lateral eye neuropils with labelled R-cell axons of both median and lateral eyes. L1, first lateral eye visual neuropil; L2, second
lateral eye visual neuropil; M1, first median eye visual neuropil; M2, second median eye visual neuropil; M/L2, region of L2 or M2 with labelled
R-cell axons of both median and lateral eyes; MON, median eye optic nerve.
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but contrary to what he suggested, the median eyes are
associated with two subsequent visual neuropils (not
only with one), and the lateral eyes are associated with
two subsequent visual neuropils (not with three).
Hanström described a tract connecting the median eye
neuropil with a third lateral eye visual neuropil. In our
Figure 5 General anatomy of visual neuropils and protocerebrum (Wigglesworth stains). Note dark stain of sensory neuropils after
application of Wigglesworth’s technique. Bars 100 μm. A, first visual neuropils of median and lateral eyes, sagittal section. B, C, first and second
visual neuropils of lateral eyes. Encircled: region where also R-cell axons of median eyes terminate, sagittal sections. D, E, mushroom bodies
located parallel to midline of protocerebrum, frontal section. F, arcuate body in dorso-posterior position, frontal section. AB, arcuate body; L1, first
lateral eye visual neuropil; L2, second lateral eye visual neuropil; M1, first median eye visual neuropil; M2, second median eye visual neuropil;
M/L2, region of L2 or M2 with Cobalt-filled R-cell axons of both median and lateral eyes; MB, mushroom bodies.
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results that tract is the one connecting the first with the
second median eye neuropil; Hanström may have been
misled by the position of the second median eye neuro-
pil to misinterpret the latter as a third lateral eye neuro-
pil. In addition, a connection between the visual system
and the arcuate body was observed by both authors,
which can be confirmed here.
Our results show that the median eye retinula cells are
linked to a first and a second visual neuropil, while some
fibres additionally connect the median eyes with the ar-
cuate body. The lateral eye retinula cells are linked to a
first and a second visual neuropil as well. Furthermore,
our stainings show that there is a region in which the
second median and second lateral eye neuropils overlap
each other. One can distinguish three regions (from pos-
terior to anterior): (1) a region with R-cell axon termi-
nals of median eyes only, (2) a region with R-cell axon
terminals of both, median and lateral eyes, and (3) a re-
gion with R-cell axon terminals of lateral eyes only. This
division is particularly evident in the Cobalt fills. In the
DiI and DiO labelling transcellular staining occurred.
The latter is recognisable by the fact that cell bodies of
interneurons are labelled. Hence, the division of these
three regions is visible but not as distinct as in the Co-
balt fills, where no transcellular staining occurred. There
are three alternative ways to describe and name these re-
gions. One may consider this region as one neuropil, as
two neuropils overlapping each other, or as three
neuropils (one median, one median/lateral, and one lat-
eral eye visual neuropil). We prefer the second alterna-
tive and consider this region as two neuropils, one
second median eye neuropil and one second lateral eye
neuropil, which partly overlap each other. This means
that there is a region with R-cell axons of both median
Figure 6 3D serial reconstruction of visual system of left hemisphere in E. italicus on the basis of Cobalt fills. A, B, 3D reconstruction
showing arrangement of neuropils. A, lateral view; B, frontal view. Grey, protocerebrum; yellow, neuropil; red, median eye neuropils; green, lateral
eye neuropils; blue, arcuate body. C–E, three selected sections (Cobalt fills) showing original data for reconstruction. C, parasagittal section
showing beginning of first lateral eye visual neuropil. D, parasagittal section showing first median and lateral eye visual neuropils, and beginning
of arcuate body. E, mid-sagittal section without visual neuropils but with arcuate body. AB, arcuate body; LON, lateral eye optic nerve; L1, first
lateral eye visual neuropil; L2, second lateral eye visual neuropil; MON, median eye optic nerve; M1, first median eye visual neuropil; M2, second
median eye visual neuropil; M/L2, region of L2 or M2 with Cobalt-filled R-cell axons of both median and lateral eyes.
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and lateral eyes, but in both second visual neuropils
there are also regions with only retinula axon terminals
of median or lateral eyes. Moreover, the retinula axon
terminals of the lateral eyes are described here for the
first time: R-cell axon terminals are found in a first and
a second lateral eye neuropil. The crossing fibres we ob-
served probably do not represent a “classical” chiasm as
found in Tetraconata [12,33]. A detailed analysis is
needed to find out if it might correspond to the chiasm
in Limulus, which is suggested to be convergent to that
in Tetraconata [15,34].
The only other more recent surveys considering the
morphology of the visual systems in scorpions were
made by Fleissner [9] and Heinrichs and Fleissner [35].
These studies discussed mainly the electrophysiology of
the scorpion visual system, and gave only schematic
drawings of the approximate locations of the visual
neuropils without identifying the latter. However,
Fleissner [9] and Heinrichs and Fleissner [35] did report
that the different cell types of the median eye retina have
different target regions: the photoreceptor cells termin-
ate in a first neuropil (lamina), the arhabdomeric cells in
a second neuropil (medulla) [9], while the efferent neu-
rosecretory fibres have their origin/cell body in the trito-
cerebrum and terminate, while passing through the
arcuate body, in the retina of the median eyes [35].
The target region of the photoreceptor cells is located
where we found the first median eye neuropil, and the
target region of the arhabdomeric cells is where we
found the second median eye neuropil; the pathways of
the neurosecretory fibres are equal to the fibres we
found that connect the median eyes with the arcuate
body. Such differentiation of target regions of the differ-
ent cell types could not be achieved with the method-
ology chosen for the present study, but will be
considered in the discussion below.
Thus our study, while taking the results of Fleissner
and Heinrichs into account, leads to a new interpret-
ation of the visual system as well as of the general archi-
tecture of the scorpion protocerebrum. The median eyes
are associated with two serial neuropils, a first and a sec-
ond visual neuropil, while some fibres connect the me-
dian eyes with the arcuate body. The second visual
neuropil is subdivided by an annulus; the posterior sub-
unit contains only retinula axon terminals of the median
eyes, while the anterior subunit contains retinula axon
terminals of both median and lateral eyes. Furthermore,
Fleissner [9] showed that the first neuropil is the target
region of the photoreceptor cells, and the second visual
neuropil that of the arhabdomeric cells. The morphology
of the fibres projecting to the arcuate body is very simi-
lar to that of the efferent neurosecretory fibres described
by Heinrichs and Fleissner [35]. The authors identified
efferent neurosecretory fibres with cell bodies in the
tritocerebrum projecting through the arcuate body to
the retina of the median eyes. Hence, the fibres
projecting to the arcuate body, observed here in Cobalt
and DiI stains, are rather retrograde-filled axons
projecting from the tritocerebrum through the arcuate
body to the retina of the median eyes. Due to the fact
that these cells have their cell bodies in the tritocere-
brum, they rather “belong” to the brain and are not
retinula cells.
The lateral eyes are associated with two serial neuropils,
a first and a second visual neuropil. Retinula axon termi-
nals occur in both neuropils, while in the dorsal part of
the second visual neuropil retinula axon terminals of both
lateral and median eyes are observed.
The slightly bent arcuate body is shown in a superfi-
cial, dorso-posterior position in the brain, as is typical
for chelicerates [36]. Additionally the mushroom bodies
can be observed, located parallel to the midline of the
protocerebrum.
These highly specific features described in the present
study allow a comparison with the visual systems in
other chelicerates and in ancestral arthropods.
Median eyes
In Limulus one must distinguish between the paired me-
dian eyes and the fused median rudimentary eye (see re-
view by Battelle [16], and Table 1). Chamberlain and
Barlow [13] demonstrated by means of Cobalt fills that
the median optic nerve, which contains fibres from both,
the paired median eyes and the fused median rudimen-
tary eye, is linked to the first median eye neuropil (ocel-
lar ganglion), arcuate body, optic tract, and medulla
(which is also the second lateral eye neuropil). Addition-
ally Calman et al. [14] and Battelle [16] showed with
antibody staining that the photoreceptor cells of the
paired median eyes are linked in each brain hemisphere
only to the first median eye neuropil (ocellar ganglion).
Moreover, the authors derived the projections of the
arhabdomeric cells by subtracting the photoreceptor cell
projections from the results of Cobalt fills of the median
eye nerve in Chamberlain and Barlow [13]. According to
Calman et al. and Battelle the arhabdomeric cells end
only in the medulla (second neuropil of the lateral eyes),
but if one compares the results of Calman et al. [14] and
Battelle [16] with those of Chamberlain and Barlow [13]
one can see that Calman et al. and Battelle ignored that
numerous collaterals can be found not only in the me-
dulla (second lateral eye neuropil) but also in the optic
tract before entering the medulla. Hence, one can see
the target region of the arhabdomeric cells as a neuropil
of its own that partly overlaps with the medulla (second
lateral eye neuropil). This situation is very similar to
the situation found here for the median eyes of scor-
pions: the second visual neuropil as a target of the
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arhabdomeric cells partly overlaps with the second
lateral eye neuropil as well.
Calman et al. [14] and Battelle [16] also demonstrated
with biocytin injection and myosin III immunoreactivity
that the fused median rudimentary eye of Limulus is
linked in each brain hemisphere to the first median eye
neuropil (ocellar ganglion) and simultaneously to a re-
gion near the arcuate body. This situation is similar to
the median eyes of pycnogonids: their eyes are associ-
ated with a first visual neuropil and a second visual
neuropil in close vicinity to the arcuate body [21]. How-
ever, the retinula axons of the fused median rudimentary
eye in Limulus have some branches in both, the first me-
dian eye neuropil and the region near the arcuate body.
In pycnogonids the retinula axons have branches only in
the first or second visual neuropil, not in both neuropils
simultaneously.
In Araneae there is only one target region of the retin-
ula axon terminals of the median eyes (principal eyes or
anterior median eyes): the first anterior median eye
neuropil, located dorso-laterally in each brain hemisphere
[18,19]. Subsequent second-order neurons terminate in a
second visual neuropil (medulla); furthermore, a tract that
extends into the arcuate body is suggested. Comparing the
projections of the median eyes in scorpions with
those of the anterior median eyes in Araneae, one
finds similarities and differences. The photoreceptor
cells project only to a bilaterally paired first visual
neuropil. Furthermore, only photoreceptor cells and
no arhabdomeric cells are described from the retinae
of spiders. Hence, a connection from these cells to a
second visual neuropil is missing.
Finally, in Onychophora (Euperipatoides rowelli) – one
of the suggested sister taxa of Euarthropoda [38,39]
whose brain organization is discussed as being similar to
that in chelicerates [23,40] – the presence of photo-
receptor terminals in a first visual neuropil, which lies
directly beneath the eye, is suggested [22]. From this first
neuropil, an optic tract projects further and then bifur-
cates [23]. Its ventral branch extends to a second visual
neuropil near the mushroom body calyces, while the
dorsal branch gives rise to another second visual neuro-
pil, which flanks the arcuate body laterally. The exact
projection of the retinula cells is not identified
unequivocally.
Thus, comparing the median eye visual system in scor-
pions to those in other chelicerates and in onychopho-
rans, there are great similarities to the “normal” median
eyes of xiphosurans, and some to the median rudimen-
tary eyes of xiphosurans and median eyes of onychopho-
rans, pycnogonids and spiders. As demonstrated in
Lehmann et al. [21], the eyes of pycnogonids and the
fused median rudimentary eye of Limulus, possibly also
the eyes of onychophorans, show striking similarities in
their innervation patterns.
The same is true for the median eyes of scorpions and
Limulus. Both have two distinct, bilaterally paired target
regions of the retinula cells: a first neuropil as target for
the photoreceptor cells, and a second neuropil, which
overlaps with the second neuropil of the lateral eyes, as
target for arhabdomeric cells [13,14].
Lateral eyes
Of special interest here are the eyes of Limulus, where
one must distinguish again between the lateral rudimen-
tary eyes and the lateral compound eyes (see review by
Battelle [16], and Table 1). The rudimentary eyes are as-
sociated with the same neuropils as the lateral com-
pound eyes, a first (lamina) and a second (medulla)
visual neuropil; the second neuropil is also a target re-
gion of the arhabdomeric cells of the median eyes (see
above) [14]. While the photoreceptor cells of the rudi-
mentary eyes are linked to both, lamina and medulla,
the photoreceptor cells of the lateral compound eyes are
linked to the lamina only. Moreover, the retinae of the
lateral compound eyes contain eccentric cells, which
project to the lamina, medulla, optic tract, and to the
first neuropil of the median eyes (ocellar ganglion).
Hence, the projections of the lateral eyes of scorpions
have some characters in common with the lateral rudi-
mentary eyes of Limulus. Like the lateral eyes of scor-
pions, the rudimentary eyes have projections to a first
and a second visual neuropil. In turn, the photoreceptor
cells in the lateral compound eye of Limulus are linked
to the lamina only, while the eccentric cells are linked to
the lamina and medulla of the lateral eye, optic tract,
and to the first neuropil of the median eyes (ocellar gan-
glion). Such a connection from the lateral eye to median
eye neuropils cannot be observed in the scorpion visual
system. The similarity in function and structure between
Table 1 Distribution of eyes in Onychophora and Chelicerata [1,5,16,22,37]
Median eyes Lateral eyes
Onychophora One pair of eyes (median/lateral affinity unknown)
Pycnogonida Four Absent
Xiphosura One pair, plus one fused median rudimentary eye One pair of lateral compound eyes, plus one pair of lateral rudimentary eyes
Scorpiones One pair Three to five pairs, plus one pair of nymphal eyes
Araneae One pair (= principal eyes or anterior median eyes) Three pairs (= secondary eyes)
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Figure 7 Comparison of median eye visual systems in (A) Onychophora (Euperipatoides rowelli), (B) Pycnogonida (Achelia spp., Endeis
spinosa), (C) Xiphosura (Limulus polyphemus), (D) Scorpiones (Euscorpius spp., Androctonus australis), and (E) Araneae (Cupiennius salei).
A, visual pathways from eyes with optic neuropils indicated. After Strausfeld et al. [23]. B, retinula cells terminate in first and second visual
neuropils. Second visual neuropil in close vicinity to an unpaired midline neuropil, possibly an arcuate body. After Lehmann et al. [21]. C, left:
terminals of median rudimentary eye have some branches in first median eye neuropil, then continue and terminate near arcuate body; right:
median eye photoreceptor cells terminate in first median eye neuropil, arhabdomeric cells in second median eye neuropil, which partly overlaps
with second lateral eye neuropil. After Calman et al. [14] and Chamberlain and Barlow [13], second median eye neuropil added (see text). D,
photoreceptor cells terminate in first median eye neuropil, arhabdomeric cells in second median eye neuropil, which partly overlaps with second
lateral eye neuropil. Connection between median eyes to region near arcuate body omitted. According to Heinrichs and Fleissner [35] these
fibres belong to neurosecretory cells with origin in the tritocerebrum, hence are cells of the brain rather than retinula cells. E, retinula cells
terminate in first median eye neuropil. After Strausfeld et al. [18] and Strausfeld and Barth [19]. LON, lateral eye optic nerve; L1, first lateral eye
visual neuropil; L2, second lateral eye visual neuropil; MON, median eye optic nerve; M1, first median eye visual neuropil; M2, second median eye
visual neuropil; M/L2, region were M1 and L1 overlap; ON, optic nerve; OT, optic tract; VN, visual neuropil.
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the eccentric cells and the arhabdomeric cells of scor-
pions was discussed by Schliwa and Fleissner [3,41].
More research has to be done to distinguish between the
exact innervation patterns of the photoreceptor cells and
the arhabdomeric cells in the lateral eyes of scorpions.
Conclusions
The large number of characters discussed in this article
shows that the central projections of especially the me-
dian eyes in Chelicerata provide structures that are ex-
tremely useful for discussing aspects of chelicerate
ground patterns and phylogenetic relationships. The sets
of characters studied here for Scorpiones and those in
Limulus, Pycnogonida, Onychophora, and Araneae are
summarised in Figure 7.
As shown above, the similar innervation patterns of
the median and lateral eyes indicate a close relationship
concerning the visual system between scorpions and
Limulus. Other characters supporting this idea are the
position and cellular architecture of the accessory lateral
eye of scorpions, which corresponds well with that of
the lateral rudimentary eye of Limulus [5]. Also the
functional and structural similarity of the arhabdomeric
cells of scorpions with the eccentric cells of Limulus lateral
eyes must be mentioned [3,41]. Dunlop and Webster [31]
discuss further similarities between scorpions and Limulus.
Besides similar sperm morphology and growth zones, the
shared character of star-shaped rhabdoms is mentioned
(see also Weygoldt and Paulus [24]). However, the
argument of rhabdom morphology must be handled
with care: indeed, scorpions and Limulus both have
star-shaped rhabdoms, but this is only true for the
lateral compound eyes of Limulus and the median
but not the lateral eyes of scorpions. The latter have
a net-like rhabdom [3]. Nevertheless, characters of the
visual system support the hypothesis of Weygoldt and
Paulus [24] that scorpions occupy the basalmost position
within Arachnida, or even the idea of palaeontologists that
Scorpiones are closely related to Eurypterida [31,32] and
hence also to Xiphosura. This, in turn, would question the
monophyly of Arachnida, and would mean that scorpions
and one or more other arachnid lineages are likely to
have come onto land independently [31]. More research
concerning the visual systems in Arachnida has to be done,
since only few taxa have been investigated, and there are no
data on various taxa like Opiliones, Pseudoscorpiones, and
Solifugae, which are suggested as sister taxa to Scorpiones
by various authors [25-28].
Regarding the basal position of Limulus and especially
Pycnogonida, it is reasonable to assume that the central
projections of the median rudimentary eye in Limulus
and the four median eyes in Pycnogonida represent the
ground pattern for Chelicerata. This ground pattern is
characterised by (1) four median eyes, (2) a separated,
bilaterally paired nerve that connects the eyes with the
brain, (3) a separated, bilaterally paired first visual
neuropil with central projections of photoreceptor cells,
(4) a second visual neuropil also with central projections
of photoreceptor cells, and (5) the second visual neuropil
being located in close vicinity to the arcuate body. De-
rived situations are found in the “normal” median eyes
of Limulus and in the median eyes of scorpions: in both
of these, the photoreceptor cells only project to a sepa-
rated, bilaterally paired first visual neuropil, while the
second type of retinula cells, the arhabdomeric cells,
project to a second visual neuropil, which partly overlaps
with the second visual neuropil of the lateral eyes.
Additionally a third cell type is found in the retina of the
median eyes, the efferent neurosecretory fibres, which
have their origin/cell body in the brain and terminate in
the retina. Another derived situation is found in the me-
dian eyes (principal eyes or anterior median eyes) of
Araneae, whose photoreceptor cells (as the only cells in
the retina projecting to the protocerebrum) simply pro-
ject to a separated, bilaterally paired first visual neuropil.
Materials and methods
The use of Euscorpius spp. in the laboratory doesn't raise
any ethical issues and therefore Regional or Local Re-
search Ethics Committee approvals are not required.
Specimen collection
Specimens of Euscorpius italicus (Herbst, 1800) (Scorpiones:
Euscorpiidae) were collected during field trips to
Rovinj (Croatia) in August 2011 and April 2012.
Specimens of Euscorpius hadzii Di Caporiacco, 1950 were
provided by b.t.b.e. Insektenzucht GmbH (Schnürpflingen,
Germany).
Cobalt fills
(Euscorpius italicus, modified after Altman and Tyrer [42]):
CoCl2 crystals were inserted in median, lateral, or median
and lateral eyes with a fine tungsten needle (n = 30). After
diffusion times between 1 and 4 hours, Cobalt was precipi-
tated with a solution of five drops of (NH4)2S in 10 ml
H2Odest. After fixation of the cephalothorax in AAF (85 ml
100% ethanol, 10 ml 37% formaldehyde, 5 ml glacial acetic
acid), the brain was dissected and silver intensified: 60 min
at 50°C in dark in solution A (10 ml H2Odest, 3 ml 100%
ethanol, 0.5 g gum arabic, and 0.02 g hydroquinone; pH
value adjusted to between 2.6 and 3.1 using citric acid), and
15–30 min at 50°C in the dark in solution B (10 ml H2Odest,
3 ml 100% ethanol, 0.5 g gum arabic, 0.02 g hydroquinone,
0.01 g AgNO3; pH value adjusted to between 2.6 and 3.1
using citric acid). Silver intensification was stopped in an
acetic acid solution (50 ml 30% ethanol, 5 g glucose, pH
value adjusted to between 2.6 and 3.1 using acetic acid).
After dehydration in a graded acetone series, the brain was
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embedded in Glycidether 100, and sectioned with a rotary
microtome and stainless steel blade in the sagittal, frontal,
and transversal planes (14–16 μm).
DiI / DiO labelling
(Euscorpius hadzii, after Wohlfrom and Melzer [43]): The
cephalothorax was dissected and fixed overnight at 4°C in
4% formaldehyde in 0.1 M PBS. Afterwards specimens were
rinsed overnight in 0.1 M PBS, 0.1% NaN3. Finally, small
DiI or DiO crystals (Molecular Probes) were inserted in
median or median and lateral eyes with a fine tungsten nee-
dle. Diffusion was carried out in darkness on small glass
slides enclosed in wet chambers for 17–22 days. To prevent
the growth of microorganisms, NaN3 in PBS was used for
moistening. From time to time the specimens were con-
trolled under the microscope. Specimens were studied with
a fluorescence microscope and CLSM.
Osmium ethyl gallate procedure
(Euscorpius italicus, modified after Wigglesworth [44], Leise
and Mulloney [45], and Mizunami et al. [46]): Brains were
dissected and fixed in 4% glutardialdehyde in 0.1 M cacody-
late buffer at 4°C (n = 7). After postfixation in 2% OsO4 in
0.1 M cacodylate buffer (3 h at 4°C) animals were stained
for 17 hours at 4°C in a saturated ethyl gallate solution,
dehydrated in a graded acetone series, embedded in
Glycidether 100, and sectioned with a rotary microtome
and stainless steel blade in the sagittal, frontal, and transver-
sal planes (5–8 μm).
3D-reconstruction
Brain (prepared as for Cobalt fills) was cut into a complete
sagittal series (16 μm). Slices were mounted on glass slides,
covered with cover slips, and photographed under a con-
ventional light microscope. Images were contrast-enhanced
in Adobe Photoshop, then aligned, segmented and ren-
dered in Amira.
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new 3D‐EM  techniques and  increasing computing power. So  far, only a  few model species 
(e.g.,  mouse,  the  nematode  Caenorhabditis  elegans,  and  the  fruit  fly  Drosophila 
melanogaster) have been studied using  this approach. Here, we present a  first attempt  to 
expand this circle to include pycnogonids, which hold a key position for the understanding of 
arthropod  evolution.  The  visual  neuropils  in  Achelia  langi  are  studied  using  a  FIB‐SEM 
crossbeam‐workstation, and a 3D serial reconstruction of the connectome is presented. 
Results: The two eyes of each hemisphere of the sea spider’s eye tubercle are connected to 
a  first  and  a  second  visual  neuropil.  The  first  visual  neuropil  is  subdivided  in  two 
hemineuropils,  each  responsible  for one  eye  and  stratified  into  three  layers.  Six different 
neuron types postsynaptic to the retinula axons are characterized by their morphology: five 
types of descending unipolar neurons and one type of ascending neurons. These cell types 
are  also  identified  by Golgi  impregnations. Mapping  of  all  identifiable  chemical  synapses 
indicates that the descending unipolar neurons are postsynaptic to the R‐cells and hence are 
second‐order  neurons.  The  ascending  neurons  are  predominantly  presynaptic  and 
sometimes postsynaptic to the R‐cells and may play a feedback role. 
Conclusions: Comparing these results with the compound eye visual system of crustaceans 
and  insects –    the only  arthropod  visual  system  studied  so  far  in  such detail  – we  found 












One  of  the  most  intriguing  questions  in  vision  research  is  how  the  neuronal  circuitry 
processes  the visual  input  from  the photoreceptors,  i.e.,  the neuronal correlate of  the eye 
and  retina’s  visual  architecture.  Cell‐type‐specific  wiring  rules,  the  divergence  and 
convergence of  information  channels and  the maintenance of  retinotopy are  some of  the 
core issues. Here, data acquisition entails the challenge of covering volumes of thousands of 
cubic  micrometers  (to  enclose  entire  neurons)  with  a  voxel‐resolution  of  only  a  few 
nanometers  (to  correctly  trace membrane  profiles  and  to  see  synaptic  structures).  One 
promising approach  is (three‐dimensional) reconstruction from serial section TEM, which  is 
nowadays  a well‐established way  of  analyzing  circuitry  of  neural  networks  [1],    [2],  [3]. 
However,  several  hundreds  of  sections  or  even more  have  to  be  cut without  any  loss  of 
sections, inspected and photographed with the TEM, resulting in an enormous data volume, 
which is followed by a complex elastic alignment to compensate inevitable image distortions 
using  an  elastic  alignment  program  (e.g.,  TrakEM2  [4],  [5]).  Hence,  the main  criterion  in 
selecting  a  suitable  subject  for  such  a  study  is  a  small  size.  In  analyzing nervous  systems 
regarding connectomics, either small animals with a small CNS or a restricted region within 
the  CNS  or  even  within  a  particular  neuropil  are  possible  study  subjects  to  obtain  a 
comprehensive data stack.  
Early  serial  section EM  research dealing with  arthropod  visual  systems was performed by 
Macagno  et  al.  [6]  in  analyzing  the  visual  system  in  Daphnia  magna  and  later  by 
Meinertzhagen and O'Neil [7] in reconstructing synaptic connections in the lamina cartridges 
of Drosophila. A  classic example  for  the  reconstruction of  a whole nervous  system  is  the 
nematode  Caenorhabditis  elegans  [8],  [9].  An  early  attempt  to  use  computerized  3D 
reconstructions  to study  the axonal wiring of photoreceptor axons  is  that by Melzer et al.  
[10] in midges and the scorpion fly. These studies did not have today’s computing power at 
their disposal.  In the  last  few years, personal computers have become capable of handling 
the  enormous  data  volumes  inevitable  for  3D  reconstructions  from  serial  section  TEM. 
Previous  studies using  this power have  focused on  the  lamina and medulla  in  the  fruit  fly 
Drosophila melanogaster [11], [12], [13].  






applied  e.g.,  on  nervous  tissue  [21],  [22],  [23]  and  to  display  and  count  synapses  in 
vertebrates [24], [25], [26].  
In  the present study, we analyze  the visual neuropils  in  the pycnogonid Achelia  langi with 
one of  these methods, namely  FIB‐SEM.  The  advantages of  this  cutting‐edge method  are 
that compared to serial section TEM, the generation of the  image‐stack  is much faster and 
without  loss,  the  images  are  perfectly  aligned  with  a  z‐resolution  down  to  5  nm  (TEM 












pycnogonids  [33] and of  its appendages, e.g.,  the  cheliphores  [34],  [35],  [36] have  shown 
that the innervation pattern of the protocerebrum contributes important sets of characters 
to the discussion about  the phylogenetic position of sea spiders. For this  field of research, 
comparing  the  structure  and  development  of  nervous  systems  in  a  phylogenetic  context, 
two  different  approaches  were  established:  “neurophylogeny”  [37],  [38]  and  “neural 
cladistics” [39].  
The sensory parts of  the arthropod protocerebrum are primarily responsible  for  the visual 
system.  Two  different  types  of  eyes  are  found  in  arthropods, median  and  lateral  eyes. 
Pycnogonids  possess  only  a  periscope‐like  ocular  tubercle  with  four  ocelli  generally 
interpreted  as median  eyes, whereas  classical  lateral  eyes  are  absent.  Studies  using  light 
[40], [41] and electron microscopy [42], [43] have revealed that these eyes are pigment cup 





multilayer reflector). The connection of  these R‐cells  to  the brain was  lately analyzed with 
classical  and  modern  neuroanatomical  techniques  to  identify  the  visual  neuropils  [44]. 
Hence,  the  pycnogonid  visual  system  is  composed  of  a  thickening  dorsolateral  to  the 
protocerebrum where the nerve fibers from the two eyes of one hemisphere concentrate, a 
bifurcated visual tract, and two successive distinct visual neuropils. This innervation pattern 
is very similar  to  that  in ancestral euarthropods such as  the eyes  in Euperipatoides  rowelli 






in a detailed way due to  its simplicity and to  learn about early eye evolution  in arthropods 
due to its ancestrality. 
In the present study, we take a closer look at the visual neuropils in the pyconogonid Achelia 
langi  (Ammotheidae)  using  the  advantages  of  FIB‐SEM.  In  a  low‐resolution  stack,  the 
arrangement  of  the  visual  nerve  fibers  and  neuropils  is  analyzed.  In  a  second, medium‐
resolution  stack, neurons postsynaptic  to  the R‐cells are 3D  reconstructed  to gain a more 
detailed view of the neuroanatomy of the pycnogonid visual system. To utilize two strains of 
evidence,  the  morphology  of  these  cells  is  additionally  compared  to  Golgi‐impregnated 
profiles  in  Achelia  vulgaris.  Finally,  in  a  third  high‐resolution  stack,  the  distribution  of 






In  the  examined  area  of  the  low‐resolution  FIB  stack,  the  visual  tract  bifurcates.  After 





to  the  second  visual neuropil. These  fibers  likewise bifurcate  and enter  the  second  visual 
neuropil  in two portions. This neuropil  is  located deeper, under the cell body rind and  in a 
more  anterior  and  central  position  in  the  protocerebrum  (Fig.  2).  Both  neuropils  are  in 
contact with the rest of the neuropils of the protocerebrum. The posterior part of the first 
Figure 1: Pycnogonid visual neuropils studied with focused ion beam SEM technique.  













Figure 2: 3D serial reconstruction of visual neuropils of  left hemisphere  in A.  langi on basis of 
low‐resolution image stack.  
A,  3D  reconstruction  showing  the  arrangement  and  orientation  of  neuropils;  posterior  is  up, 
dorsal  is  right. B,  three  selected  sections  showing  original  data  for  reconstruction;  position  of 











In  the FIB‐SEM  (medium‐resolution  stack) based examination of A.  langi, a division of  the 
first visual neuropil into two equal subunits or hemineuropils (see also below) was observed 
(Figs.  3–6).  This  division  appears  in  the  distal  third  of  the  neuropil  and  is  apparent 
throughout  the  rest  of  the  neuropil.  In  the  FIB‐SEM  images,  the  two  hemineuropils  are 
characterized  by  neurites, mostly  of  small  diameters,  and  are  divided  primarily  by  bulky 
neurites with larger diameters (Figs. 4B, C). 
Furthermore, six different types of neurons were reconstructed and classified on the basis of 
their morphology:  five descending cell  types  (Figs. 3A–E) and one ascending cell  type  (Fig. 
3F). All of these neurons can also be identified by Golgi impregnations (Fig. 3 rightmost). The 






without  cell  bodies  can  be  allocated  to  their  particular  cell  type  on  the  basis  of  the 
morphology  of  the  neurites.  A  classification  of  the  ascending  neurons  cannot  be made 
because  the  cell  bodies  of  these  cells  are  beyond  the  examined  area. However,  the  cell 
bodies must be located below the neuropil, whereas the neurites end before the top end of 
the neuropil. A  large section of the ascending cells and all of the descending cells with cell 
bodies within  the examined volume above  the neuropil are  reconstructed, and  some cells 





















collaterals  as  well.  E,  Descending  unipolar  neuron  5  (D5),  characterized  by  unbranched  neurite 
without or with  just  few collaterals. F, Ascending unipolar neuron 1  (A1), characterized by neurite 






cell  body  rind  above  or  lateral  to  the  upper  third  of  the  neuropil.  The  neurites  are 
unbranched and slightly curved. All cells can be traced to the end of the image stack. Short 




Figure  4:  Three  selected  sections 
with  labeling of different  cell  types 
showing  original  data  for 
reconstruction.  
Position  of  sections  indicated  in  3D 
reconstruction  bottom  right;  note 
cells  with  high  electron  density 
identified as  retinula axon  terminals 
surrounded  by  cells  with  low 
electron  density  identified  as 
postsynaptic  neurons.  A,  beginning 
of  visual  neuropil  1  (slice  no.  23); 
neuropil  surrounded  by  cell  bodies 
of descending unipolar neurons. Bar 
5  µm.  B,  medium  range  of  visual 
neuropil  1  (slice  no.  523);  arrows 
indicate  subdivision of neuropil  into 
two  hemineuropils.  C,  low  range  of 
visual  neuropil  1  (slice  no.  1017); 
















The bifurcation always occurs  in  the medium range of  the neuropil. Both branches can be 
traced  to  the  end  of  the  image  stack.  Short  collaterals  occur  in  tangential  and  radial 
directions throughout both branches of the neurite. Similarly to the D2 cells, each cell profile 





the  neuropil,  the  neurite  is  radially  oriented  and  builds  two  tangential  branches,  each 
reaching  into one hemineuropil.  Short  collaterals occur  in  tangential  and  radial directions 




are  found  in  the  cell  body  rind  above  or  lateral  to  the  upper  third  of  the  neuropil.  The 
neurites  are  unbranched,  straight  or  only  slightly  curved.  Six  neurons  are  without  any 
collaterals and three neurons with  just one or two short tangential collaterals. All cells can 
be traced to the end of the image stack. D5 neurons can be found in the right hemineuropil 






end  in  the upper  third of  the neuropil; hence,  the neurites  could not be  traced  from  the 
most  proximal  slice  throughout  the  neuropil  to  the  distal  end.  The  cell  bodies  of  these 
neurons  must  therefore  be  located  below  the  neuropil,  meaning  that  these  cells  are 
ascending  neurons.  The  neurites  are  equipped with multiple  branches,  each with  several 
large boutons or varicosities and thin connectors in between. These cells have a high‐turgor 
appearance; this means that the boutons have rounded contours. A1 neurons can be found 




When  all  neuron  types  (D1–5,  A1)  are  shown  together,  no  special  organization  of  the 
neuropil  is  identifiable  (Figs. 5A; 6A). However, by  removing  the A1 neurons  from  the 3D 
reconstruction, a subdivision of the visual neuropil becomes apparent (Figs. 5B; 6B), which is 
also observed in the FIB‐SEM images (see above and Figs. 4B, C). The neuropil is divided into 
two hemineuropils of equal  size. Between  the hemineuropils, a border  zone exists where 
less of the D‐cells occur. While the D1–4 cells are evenly distributed in both hemineuropils, 
the  D5  cells  occur  only  in  the  right  hemineuropil  (Figs.  5B;  6B). When  the  D5  cells  are 
removed from the reconstruction (Figs. 5C, D; 6C, D) the subdivision becomes more obvious; 

































and  in  the  lower  part  they  are  found  primarily  in  the  border  zone  between  the 
hemineuropils. 
The A1 cells can be distinguished from the D1–5 cells in morphology and distribution. These 




addition to descending and ascending neurons  (Fig. 7). The stack  is  located  in the medium 
range of the neuropil. Cells of one hemineuropil were reconstructed in which three different 
cell types are allocated on the basis of their neurite morphology: R‐cells, D‐cells, and A‐cells. 
Ultrastructurally,  chemical  synapses  can  be  recognized  by  a  presynaptic  concentration  of 
electron‐dense  vesicles  and  electron‐dense material  in  the  synaptic  cleft  accompanied  by 
high  membrane  density  (Figs.  7F,  G).  However,  postsynaptically,  no  special  synaptic 
structures  are  found.  In  the  investigated  volume,  no  sign  of  electric  synapses  (e.g.,  gap 
junctions) could be detected. Altogether, 95 chemical synapses are identified in the studied 
volume. These are often multiple‐contact synapses (dyads, triads, tetrads, etc.). Altogether, 
approximately 13% of  the  cells  in  the hemineuropil are  reconstructed  (approximately 260 
cells  counted  in  the  field  of  interest  in  the  first  slice,  33  cells  reconstructed).  The  total 
volume of  interest  (area of the examined hemineuropil)  is approximately 260 µm3 and the 
volume of all cells reconstructed is 34 µm3; hence, these cells occupy 13% of the volume. 
R‐cells (Fig. 7C; n= 18): This cell type could not be reconstructed  in the medium‐resolution 





boutons  have  limp  contours. Within  these  cells,  an  average  of  3.3  synapses  per  cell was 
found  in  the  reconstructed  area;  these  occur  primarily  in  the  boutons.  R‐cells  are 









in  transparent and all  chemical  synapses  (presynaptic  vesicle  clusters)  found within  these  cells 














Within  these  cells,  just a  few areas with  increased  vesicle density and other  indicators of 
presynaptic  activity  were  found  in  the  reconstructed  area; most  cells  are  without  such 
presynaptic sites. D‐cells are predominantly postsynaptic to R‐cells and sometimes to A‐cells 
(Tab. 1). One individual D‐cell is postsynaptic to several R‐cells. 










0  1  43  R‐cells   Postsynaptic 
cells 32  1  8  D‐cells 
5  1  0  A‐cells 
22  3  14  cells not reconstructed 







levels of  scale, corresponding  to  levels of  interest or  the  spatial  resolution of  imaging,  for 
example, the microscale, mesoscale and macroscale [48]. A connectome at the macroscale 
(light microscope  level)  attempts  to  resolve  different  brain  regions  or  neuropils  and  the 
pathways  in between;  these brain maps were established over  the  last hundred years  for 
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various  species.  These  days  with  the  help  of  various  new  techniques  and  increased 
computing power, the meso‐ and microscale  (electron microscope)  levels come  into  focus. 
At  the  mesoscale  level,  the  morphology  of  distinct  populations  of  neurons  within  a 
processing  unit  (e.g.,  a  column  or  a  neuropil)  are mapped.  This  level  of  analysis  can  be 
complemented  by  the microscale  level, which  involves mapping  single  neurons  and  their 
connectivity patterns (synapses), which according to Sporns et al. [48] will remain infeasible 
for an entire brain, at  least for the near future. Recently, two ambitious scientific research 
projects,  the  Human  Brain  Project  (by  the  European  Union)  [49],  [50]  and  the  BRAIN 
Initiative (by the United States) [51], [52], were launched to map these connection patterns 
in the human brain.  
At  the meso‐  and microscale  levels,  the  basic  architecture  of  sensory  neuropils  in  both 
vertebrates (e.g., the visual cortex in the human brain [53]) and invertebrates (e.g., the optic 
lobes  of  the  compound  eyes  in  insects  and  crustaceans  [54],  [39])  is  characterized  by 
columns and layers. The vertical columns, for example, in the insect lamina and medulla [11], 
[12] are composed of repetitive subsets of afferent  fibers  (e.g.,  those of  the retinula cells) 
and characteristic postsynaptic neurons (e.g., monopolar cells) that form the basic functional 
unit of  a  system  (e.g.,  visual  system). Often,  these  columns  are horizontally  layered  (e.g., 
strata M1–6 in the medulla).  
In  the  present  study, we  analyzed  the  pycnogonid  visual  neuropil  at macro‐, meso‐  and 
microscale  levels  to  examine  the  principles  that  underlie  this  (simple)  visual  system  and 
whether they compare to more complicated ones.  










D4 neurons occur  in both hemineuropils at once and provide  lateral  interactions between 
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the  two hemineuropils. The  interpretation of  the D5 cells  is difficult. Here,  these cells are 
found only in the right hemineuropil, which is most likely a sampling artifact, and the D5‐cell 
bodies  of  the  left  hemineuropil  are  beyond  the  examined  volume  and  hence  are  not 
reconstructed. At the microscale  level, the D‐cells are  frequently postsynaptic to the R‐cell 
axons and hence are second‐order neurons. One individual R‐cell is presynaptic to several D‐
cells and one  individual D‐cell  is postsynaptic  to  several R‐cells,  indicating divergence and 
convergence.  Concerning  the  synaptic  pattern,  no  reliable  separation  between  the  five 
different D‐cells  could  be made  in  the  high‐resolution  stack. However,  the  reconstructed 
cells vary  in  the  tangential  size of  the  field  they  cover  in a way  that  is analogous  to  their 
appearance in the medium‐resolution stack, indicating that the synaptic pattern is similar in 
all descending cells. 
The  ascending  neurons  are  higher‐order  neurons  of  a  wider  field  throughout  both 
hemineuropils. These cells are commonly presynaptic and sometimes postsynaptic to R‐cells 
and hence play a feedback role in the system. 
Furthermore, at the mesoscale  level,  it  is observed that the first visual neuropil  is split  into 
two  hemineuropils  or  columns.  This  is  visible  in  both  the  SEM  images  and  the  3D 
reconstructions. The most plausible explanation of this subdivision is that one hemineuropil 
is  linked  to  the  anterior  and  the  other  to  the  posterior  eye  of  the  ocular  tubercle. 
Additionally,  in the two hemineuropils, at  least three different  layers of similar thicknesses 
are observable. In the upper third of the neuropil, the neurites of the unipolar cells enter the 
neuropil.  Here,  just  few  collaterals were  found.  In  the medium  range  of  the  neuropil,  a 
number of  things happen: most of  the collaterals of  the unipolar cells are  found here,  the 
branching and bifurcation of the D2 and D3 neurons occurs in this region, and finally the D4 
neurons  build  here  their  tangential  branches  that  reach  into  the  two  hemineuropils. 
Furthermore, in the medium range of the neuropil, which is analyzed at the microscale level 
in  the  high‐resolution  stack,  additionally  various  synapses  occur  (whether  and  where 
synapses occur  in  the upper and  lower  ranges of  the neuropil  remains unclear at present 
because  these  regions were  not  studied  at  higher  resolution).  In  the  lower  third  of  the 
neuropil, no more branching or bifurcation occurs, but numerous collaterals are found.  
This analysis reveals that the R‐cells provide the  input  into the system, primarily on the D‐








circulate  information  back  to  these  cells. Mechanisms  such  as  lateral  inhibition,  contrast 
enhancement, and other  filter  functions  could be behind  this  feedback  loop. Furthermore 
principles of divergence in the R‐cells and convergence in the D‐cells are found.  







position  is  the  same  as  the  descending  unipolar  cells  found  here.  Strausfeld  et  al.  [57] 
reported ascending broad  field  L‐cells  in  the  first median eye neuropil of Cupiennius  salei 
(Araneae)  that  spread  through  a  roughly  circular  area  equivalent  to  several  R‐cells.  By 
comparison,  the ascending cells of Achelia  langi also spread  through wide reaches of both 
hemineuropils. Quite revealing  is the 3D‐EM study by Lacalli [58] of the  larval nauplius eye 
center  of  the  copepod Dactylopusia  sp. Here,  the  three  eyecups  of  the  nauplius  eye  are 
connected to the naupliar eye center. This neuropil is subdivided into three cartridges, each 
receiving R‐cell axons from one of the three eyecups. Several second‐order unipolar neurons 
(LR‐cells) with  cell  bodies  above  the  neuropil  postsynaptic  to  the  R‐cell  axons  are  found. 











the  fruit  fly Drosophila melanogaster, but the principles are similar  in other  insect species. 
The R‐cells 1–6 provide input from each ommatidium and synapse to the lamina cartridges, 
the  functional  units  of  the  lamina,  which  are  composed  of  approximately  13  cells:  the 
processes of five monopolar cells (L1–5), one or two amacrine cells, as well as three medulla 
neurons  (C2, C3, and T1) and  three glial cells. Additionally,  two  types of  long visual  fibers 
from the ommatidium, R7 and R8, pass the lamina and project to the medulla (second visual 
neuropil) [7]. In contrast, in crustaceans, R‐cells 1–7 end in the lamina and R8 in the medulla. 
Here  also, monopolar  cells  are  found with  similar  characteristics  as  in  insects.  However, 
there is some disagreement about their number and nomenclature [62], [66], [67].  
The  synaptic organization  in  the  lamina of Drosophila  is  studied and  reviewed  in detail by 
Meinertzhagen and O'Neil  [7] and by Meinertzhagen and Sorra  [11].  In  the  lamina,  the R‐
cells are predominantly presynaptic to L1–3 and to amacrine cells. The L‐cells  in turn have 
only a  few presynaptic sites  (to R‐ and other L‐cells)  in  the  lamina. The amacrine cells are 
frequently presynaptic to R‐ and L‐cells and often to T‐cells. Finally, of the medulla neurons, 
only in C‐cells few synapses occur, being presynaptic to L‐, T‐, and amacrine cells; T‐cells are 





When  comparing  our  results  with  the  characters  described  in  the  compound  eyes  in 
Drosophila, we  found  striking  similarities  in  the morphology  and  synaptic  pattern  of  the 
visual neurons. The situation of the descending unipolar neurons in Achelia is similar to the 
monopolar cells in the compound eyes. Both have their cell bodies above the neuropil, each 
providing a  single neurite  that extends  through  the neuropil.  In both, one  can distinguish 
between cells that have collaterals  in  just one functional unit (i.e., column  in Drosophila or 
hemineuropil  in  Achelia;  D1–3  in  Achelia  and  L1–3  in  Drosophila)  and  cells  that  provide 
lateral  interaction  between  neighboring  columns/hemineuropils  (D4  in  Achelia  and  L4  in 
Drosophila) and  cells without or with very  little  collaterals  in  the  first visual neuropil  that 
contribute  little  to  the  neuropil  organization  (D5  in  Achelia  and  L5  in  Drosophila). 







Furthermore,  the ascending  cells  that  integrate a wider  field of  the neuropil are  found  in 
both systems as well. In Drosophila there are three types of ascending cells (amacrine cells 
and  the medulla neurons C  and T).  In Achelia, we  found only one not  specifically  shaped 
type, but the synaptic pattern of these A‐cells resembles the amacrine cells in Drosophila. In 
both species, these cells are frequently presynaptic to R‐cells. However, the amacrine cells in 
Drosophila  are  often  also  presynaptic  to  T‐cells  from  the medulla.  The medulla  has  no 
counterpart  in the pycnogonid brain, and hence this cell type and such connections of the 
ascending neurons are not observed in Achelia.  
Moreover,  the synaptic pattern of  the R‐cells  is  the same.  In both systems,  these cells are 
predominantly presynaptic to the D‐ and L‐cells, respectively, and frequently to the A‐ and 
amacrine  cells,  respectively,  and  are  postsynaptic  to  the  A‐  and  amacrine  cells,  again, 
respectively.  
Finally,  in  both,  the  synapses  between  the  different  cell  types  are  often multiple‐contact 
synapses (dyads, triads, tetrads, or in pycnogonids even more).  
Despite this high degree of correspondence, we think it would be premature to use the term 
homology  for  the correspondent cell  types  (D‐/L‐cells or A‐/amacrine‐cells) because only a 
few species have been analyzed at this level. 




their  branching mode,  dendrite  length, width  of  the  innervated  field,  and  their  synaptic 
pattern. The second‐order neurons have a distal cell body and descending neurites that are 
postsynaptic  to  terminals  of  the  R‐cells.  These  neurites  form  functional  units  (two 
hemineuropils comparable  to  the columns  in  insects and crustaceans), and  their branches 
and collaterals at distinct  levels make  layers. Additionally, second‐order neurons of a wider 
field are found that connect the hemineuropils, or rather, neighboring columns. And finally, 





of  the  neuropil  and  the  innervation  pattern  by  the  R‐cells  [44],  [68],  as  well  as  the 
subdivision  of  the  neuropil,  with  each  division  responsible  for  one  single  eye  and  the 
presence of unipolar ascending and descending cells. 
To put it in a nutshell, the connectome of the first visual neuropil of the pycnogonid Achelia 
langi  has  a  well‐organized  architecture.  It  is  composed  of  distinct  cell  types  with 
characteristic  synaptic  patterns  and  already  shows  principles  of  the  columns  and  layers 
design. Additionally,  features of both median and  lateral eyes are  found, which underlines 






























Microscopy,  Oberkochen,  Germany).  For  slicing,  the  conditions  were  as  follows:  500  pA 











milling  rate of 5 nm  (every 3rd slice  recorded, 212  images; voxel size 6 x 6 x 15 nm;  total 
volume: 12.3 x 9.2 x 3.2 µm).  
Image editing and 3D reconstruction 








The  interactive  supplement  figure was created  following Ruthensteiner and Heß  [72] with 
updated software. 
Golgi technique 
The abdomen,  legs, and proboscis were dissected and  the cuticle  regions  surrounding  the 
central nervous system were perforated  to  increase  the probability of staining  the desired 
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thesis  on  three  different  levels  of  observation.  The  first  and  highest  level  is  the  level  of 
neuropils.  Here  the  number,  arrangement,  and  morphology  of  the  visual  neuropils  are 
observed  and  discussed.  At  the  second  level,  individual  cells  –  R‐cells,  second  order  and 
higher order neurons – within a visual neuropil are  identified and discussed. Finally, at the 
third and lowest level synapses of these cells are in the focus of interest. This allows the first 
comparative  analysis  of  synapses  throughout  arthropods.  The  first  level  is  studied  in  this 


























on  a  periscope  like  ocular  tubercle.  The  two  eyes  of  one  hemisphere  are  connected  via 
retinotopic  nerve  fibres  with  a  thickening  dorso‐laterally  to  the  protocerebrum.  In  this 
thickening the nerve  fibres are re‐assorted. After entering the brain, one part of the R‐cell 
axons end  in a  first and  the other part  in a  second visual neuropil. R‐cell axons  terminate 
either  in  the  first  or  in  the  second  visual  neuropil  and  do  not  have  collaterals  in  both 
neuropils at once. The first neuropil is located laterally in the protocerebrum. It is subdivided 
in  two  hemineuropils,  each  responsible  for  one  eye  and  stratified  into  three  layers.  The 
second neuropil  is  located  in a more central position,  in close vicinity  to  the arcuate body 





visual  neuropils  are  identified.  The  first  visual  neuropil  is  located  in  the  lateral 
protocerebrum.  The  second  visual  neuropil  is  also  located  in  the  lateral  protocerebrum, 
below the first neuropil. It overlaps with the second lateral eye visual neuropil (see below). 
Additionally, few fibres connect the median eyes with the arcuate body. 
The  only  other  recent  studies  dealing with  the median  eye  visual  neuropils  in  scorpions 
(Androctonus australis) are those of Fleissner  (1985) and Heinrichs and Fleissner  (1987).  In 
these electrophysiological studies three different cell types in the median eye visual system 
were  distinguished  on  the  basis  of  their  spiking  characteristics:  photoreceptor  cells, 
arhabdomeric cells, and efferent neurosecretory cells. To  locate the target regions of these 
cells Cobalt  fills and  Lucifer Yellow CH  stainings were applied  in  the electrophysiologically 















2006).  The  fused  rudimentary  median  eyes  are  endoparietal  eyes  and  lie  between  the 
median eyes and appear  to be a  simple  cluster of  large photoreceptor  cells embedded  in 
guanophores.  The  axons  of  the  photoreceptor  cells  fuse  with  each median  optic  nerve 
(Battelle 2006; Harzsch, Vilpoux et  al. 2006). These  axons have  collaterals  in  a  first  visual 
neuropil  (ocellar  ganglion)  and  proceed  further  terminating  near  the  arcuate  body 
(Chamberlain  and  Barlow  1978;  Chamberlain  and  Barlow  1980;  Calman,  Lauerman  et  al. 
1991;  Battelle  2006;  Harzsch,  Vilpoux  et  al.  2006).  This  situation  resembles  that  in 
pycnogonids where  the  R‐cells  also  have  two  target  regions,  one  in  close  vicinity  to  the 
arcuate  body. However,  in  pycnogonids  the  R‐cells  terminate  either  in  the  first  or  in  the 
second visual neuropil and not in both neuropils simultaneously as in Limulus. 
In  contrast,  the  photoreceptor  cells  of  the median  eyes  of  Limulus  have  only  one  target 




the  arhabdomeric  cells  can  also  be  interpreted  as  an  own  second median  eye  neuropil, 
which partly overlaps with the second  lateral eye neuropil. This situation  in turn resembles 
that  in  the scorpion brain. Here  the photoreceptor cells also  terminate  in  the  first median 
eye neuropil and  the arhabdomeric cells  in  the second median eye neuropil. Furthermore, 
the  second  median  and  lateral  eye  neuropils  overlap  each  other  in  both,  Limulus  and 
Euscorpius.  
Hence, the innervation pattern of the median rudimentary eyes in Limulus is similar to that 
of  the  eyes  in pycnogonids  and  the  innervation pattern of  the median  eyes  in  Limulus  is 
similar to that of the median eyes in scorpions (Table 2). 
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The only other  chelicerate visual  systems  studied  so  far are  those of Araneae  (Cupiennius 
salei)  (Strausfeld, Weltzien et al. 1993; Strausfeld and Barth 1993) and of Opiliones  (Opilio 
canestrinii,  Phalangium  opilio,  Rilaena  triangularis)  (Saint‐Remy  1890;  Holmgren  1916; 
Hanström 1928; Breidbach and Wegerhoff 1993). 
In Opiliones there is some confusion about the number and arrangement of the median eye 
visual neuropils. Saint‐Remy  (1890) describes  four  layers  (couches), Holmgren  (1916)  three 
neuropils,  and Hanström  (1928)  and  Breidbach  and Wegerhoff  (1993)  two  neuropils,  but 








rudimentary eyes  in Limulus, where  the R‐cells project  to  two subsequent visual neuropils 
and  resemble  those  in  the median  eyes  in  scorpions  and  in  the median  eyes  in  Limulus, 
where the photoreceptor cells project to a paired first visual neuropil as well. However, only 
photoreceptor cells and no arhabdomeric cells are described from the retina of the studied 
spider  species. Hence,  a  connection  from  these  cells  to  a  second  visual  neuropil  –  as  in 
scorpions and Limulus – is missing. 
Outside  the  Chelicerata  the  median  eye  neuropil  organisation  differs  fundamentally.  In 
Myriapoda median eyes and hence corresponding neuropils are not described. According to 
Harzsch  (2006)  a  consistent  ground  pattern  in  Tetraconata  (Crustacea  +  Hexapoda)  is 
missing. However,  the  R‐cells  usually  terminate  in  a medially  fused  neuropil  or  neuropil‐
complex  located  in  the  dorso‐median  protocerebrum.  In  contrast,  chelicerates  have 
separated, paired median eye neuropils, usually in the dorso‐lateral protocerebrum. 
In Crustacea  (e.g. Artemia  salina, Balanus  amphitrite,  Cherax  destructor)  terminals  of  the 







In  the basal  insect group of Collembola  (Podura aquatica, Neanura  sp., Orchesella  villosa, 
Tomocerus vulgaris, and T. longicornis) the R‐cell axons of all ocelli target an unpaired ocellar 
centre  in  the  dorso‐median  protocerebrum  and make  synaptic  contacts  with  secondary 
neurons  (Paulus  1972).  This  innervation  pattern  is  very  similar  to  that  in  crustaceans 
(Harzsch, Wildt et al. 2005; Harzsch 2006).  
Table 2. Data matrix with sets of characters from median eye visual system. Update of 
data matrix  begun  in  paper  I  (Lehmann,  Heß  et  al.  2012)  including  scorpion  features 
revealed in paper II (Lehmann and Melzer 2013) compared to (median) eye visual system 
of other  (pan)arthropods  (citations and studied species  for exemplary  taxa are given  in 
the text). Matrix restricted to visual neuropils  innervated by R‐cells (photoreceptor cells 
and  arhabdomeric  cells). Due  to  absence  of median  eyes, Myriapoda  are  omitted.  “‐“ 





from  the retina  (R‐cells = photoreceptor cells and arhabdomeric cells) greater  than one 
(0) or equal to one (1); D, number of visual neuropils  innervated by photoreceptor cells 
greater  than  one  (0)  or  equal  to  one  (1);  E,  visual  neuropil  with  photoreceptor  cell 
























































A  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  1 
B  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  1 
C  ‐  0  0  0  0  1  1  1 
D  ‐  0  0  1  1  1  1  1 
E  ‐  0  0  1  1  1  1  1 
F  0  0  1  1  1  1  1  1 
G  ‐  ‐  0  1  1  0  0  0 
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Ontogenetic  data  obtained  from  cockroaches  (Periplaneta  americana)  and  locust 
(Schistocerca gregaria) indicate that the primordial R‐cell axons of the ocelli terminate in the 
median  protocerebrum  close  to  the  protocerebral  bridge  (part  of  the  central  complex) 
(Mobbs  1976;  Toh  and  Yokohari  1988).  However,  in  adult  cockroaches  (Periplaneta 
americana)  and  crickets  (Acheta  domesticus)  axons  of  (newly  added)  R‐cells  terminate 
immediately below  the ocelli,  in  the ocellar plexus, and not  in  the protocerebrum  (Koontz 
and Edwards 1984; Mizunami 1995; Harzsch 2006). 
However, more  information on the R‐cell connections of the  insect and crustacean median 







(Strausfeld,  Strausfeld  et  al.  2006;  Strausfeld,  Strausfeld  et  al.  2006).  Velvet  worms 
(Epiperipatus biolleyi, Metaperipatus blainvillei,  and  Euperipatoides  rowelli) have  a pair of 
small rhabdomeric eyes situated near the antennal base consisting of a cornea, a lens and a 
retina  (Eakin  and  Westfall  1965;  Mayer  2006).  Furthermore,  Mayer  (2006)  described 
similarities  in morphology  and  development  of  onychophoran  eyes  and median  eyes  of 
arthropods.  
The presence of photoreceptor terminals in a first visual neuropil, which lies directly beneath 
the eye,  is suggested  (Mayer 2006). From this  first neuropil, an optic tract projects  further 
and then bifurcates (Strausfeld, Strausfeld et al. 2006). Its dorsal branch gives rise to a visual 
neuropil, which  flanks  the arcuate body  laterally and a ventral branch extends  to another 
visual  neuropil.  However,  the  exact  projection  of  the  retinula  cells  is  not  identified 








Pycnogonids possess only one  type of eyes;  these are generally  seen as median eyes  (see 
above).  
In scorpions the  lateral eye retinula cells are  linked to a  first and a second visual neuropil, 
with  R‐cell  axon  terminals  in  both  neuropils.  The  second  neuropil  is  partly  shared  by 
projections from both – median and lateral – eyes (see above).  
Here again the visual system of Limulus  is of special  interest. As  in median eyes, one must 
distinguish between  two different eye  types:  the  lateral  rudimentary eyes  and  the  lateral 




lamina only, whereas  the eccentric cells of  the  lateral compound eye retina project  to  the 
lamina,  medulla,  optic  tract,  and  to  the  ocellar  ganglion.  This  cell  type,  hence  such  a 
connection from the lateral eye to median eye neuropils cannot be observed in the scorpion 
visual system. The similarity  in  function and structure between  the eccentric cells and  the 
arhabdomeric cells of scorpions was discussed by Schliwa and Fleissner (1979) and (1980). 
In Araneae (Cupiennius salei) each of the three pairs of secondary eyes terminate in an own 








visual  neuropils  to  a  midline  neuropil  (central  complex/body)  have  not  been  described 
because  suitable methods  to  detect  such  connections were  not  applied  so  far  (Homberg 
2008). 
Arcuate body 
In  the  protocerebrum  of  chelicerates  and  onychophorans  the  arcuate  body  has  a  unique 
feature:  it  is  the only unpaired neuropil  in  the brain’s midline  (Strausfeld, Strausfeld et al. 
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2006;  Strausfeld,  Strausfeld  et  al.  2006;  Loesel,  Nässel  et  al.  2002;  Homberg  2008).  It 
occupies  a  superficial,  dorso‐posterior  position  in  the  brain  and  its  function  is  closely 
associated with the median eye visual system. While some investigators have assumed that 
the arcuate body is homologous with the central complex of mandibulates (Loesel, Nässel et 
al.  2002;  Homberg  2008),  others  have  questioned  this  view  (Strausfeld  1998;  Breidbach 
1995).  The  central  complex  of mandibulates  is  indirectly  connected with  the  lateral  eye 
visual system. 
For  pycnogonids  the  arcuate  body  is  not  described  unambiguously  so  far,  but  a  strong 
candidate  is shown here for the first time. Even  if  it  is a rather small neuropil compared to 
that  in  other  chelicerates,  its  dorso‐posterior  position  as  the  only  neuropil  in  the  brain’s 
midline  is  well  in  accordance  with  that  in  other  chelicerates  and  in  onychophorans. 




The advantages of FIB‐SEM allows  in  the  following  to  take a closer  look at  the  first visual 
neuropil  of  pycnogonids.  The morphology  of  individual  R‐cells  as well  as  of  higher  order 




With  the  help  of  the  cutting‐edge  method  FIB‐SEM  the  connectome  of  the  first  visual 
neuropil  in  the  sea  spider  Achelia  langi  is  reconstructed  and  six  different  cell  types  are 
characterised. These  cell  types are also  identified with Golgi  impregnations. This  indicates 
that both methods give correct pictures of the neuron gestalten.  
Along with  the R‐cells  five  types  of  descending  unipolar  neurons  (D1–5)  and  one  type  of 
ascending neurons (A1) are identified. The cell bodies of the descending cells, which send a 
single neurite each into the first visual neuropil, are located in the cell body rind dorsally to 
the  neuropil.  Hence,  these  cells  are  unipolar  neurons1.  The  cell  bodies  of  the  ascending 
neurons are beyond the examined area, but the soma must be  located below the neuropil, 
                                                            
1  The  term  ‘monopolar  cells’  is  intentionally  avoided  in  order  to  prevent  premature  homology 
assumptions. This  term  is occupied by  the monopolar  cells  in  the  compound eye  visual  system  in 
Tetraconata (see below). 
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descending  cells  (D1–3)  are  responsible  for  this  subdivision.  A  single  D1–3  neuron  is 
restricted  to one hemineuropil and does not cross  the border  in between.  In contrast, D4 







The  only  arthropod  visual  system  studied  so  far  at  this  level  – where  the morphology  of 
individual neurons  is considered –  is that of the  lateral compound eyes  in some  insect and 
crustacean  species,  namely  3D‐TEM  of  Drosophila  (e.g. Meinertzhagen  and  Sorra  2001; 
Takemura, Lu et al. 2008; Takemura, Bharioke et al. 2013), Golgi‐studies of insects (e.g Cajal 
and  Sanchez  1915;  Fischbach  and  Dittrich  1989;  Strausfeld  2012),  and  Golgi‐studies  of 






R7  and  R8,  pass  the  lamina  and  project  to  the  second  visual  neuropil  (medulla).  In 
Drosophila, according to the principle of neural superposition, each R1‐6 of an ommatidium 
projects  to  a  different  column  or  cartridge  of  the  lamina.  Six  R‐cells  from  six  different 
ommatidia send  their axons as a group  into a single cartridge.  In contrast,  in most species 
each R1‐6 of an ommatidium projects  to  the  same cartridge  (Braitenberg 1967; Kirschfeld 
1967; Meinertzhagen and O'Neil 1991).  
The  lamina  cartridges  are  the  functional  units  of  the  neuropil.  They  are  composed  of 
approximately 13  cells:  five monopolar  cells  (L1–5), one or  two amacrine  cells, as well as 
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three medulla  neurons  (C2,  C3,  and  T1)  and  three  glial  cells  (Meinertzhagen  and  O'Neil 
1991).  









Drosophila)  and  cells without  or with  very  few  collaterals  in  the  first  visual  neuropil  that 
contribute  little  to  the  neuropil  organization  (D5  in  Achelia  and  L5  in  Drosophila). 







To  date  only  few methods  allow  studying  the  distribution  pattern  of  synapses  within  a 
distinct brain area, one of  these methods  is FIB‐SEM.  In  this  thesis  the synaptic pattern of 
the six different cell types in the first visual neuropil in Achelia langi is analysed. 
The 3D‐EM analysis reveals that the R‐cells provide the input into the system, being primarily 
presynaptic  to  the D‐cells. Because  the D‐cells  rarely appear  to be presynaptic  in  the  first 
visual neuropil,  these  cells most  likely  synapse and hence  integrate  information  to higher 
visual  centres  that  were  not  identified  here.  These  centres  could  be  the  second  visual 
neuropil  or  the  arcuate  body, which  in  chelicerates  is  closely  associated with  the  visual 
system (see above). The A‐cells play a special role in this system, being pre‐ and postsynaptic 
to both R‐ and D‐cells. Hence, these cells collect information from the input (R‐cells) and the 




In  arthropods  there  is only one  species  that  is  studied  at  this degree of  resolution,  again 
namely Drosophila melanogaster (Meinertzhagen and O'Neil 1991; Meinertzhagen and Sorra 
2001).  Tables  3  and  4  show  a  high  degree  of  correspondence  in  the  synaptic  pattern  in 
Achelia and Drosophila. 
Despite  the  striking  similarity  in both  cell‐morphology  and  synaptic pattern  shown  in  this 














‐  +  +++  R‐cells   Postsynaptic 
cells 
+++  +  ++  D‐cells 
++  +  ‐  A‐cells 
 








‐  +  ++  R‐cells   Postsynaptic 
cells 
+++  +  ++  L‐cells 
++  ‐  ‐  Amacrine cells  
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6.4. Conclusions 








and are  innervated  to one neuropil  in  the median protocerebrum  that  is either bilaterally 
paired  or  medially  fused  (e.g.  ocellar  ganglia  in  Xiphosura,  nauplius‐eye  centre  in 
Entomostraca,  2  small  spherical  neuropils  associated  with  the  protocerebral  bridge  in 
Malacostraca;  ocellar  centre  in  Collembola).  All  arthropod  median  eyes  are  seen  as 
homologous.  Lateral  eyes  are  situated  laterally  on  the  head  and  are  innervated  to  two 
subsequent  neuropils  in  the  lateral  protocerebrum  (mostly  named  lamina  and medulla). 
Arthropods  either  have  compound  lateral  eyes  (Limulus,  Scutigera,  Crustacea,  and 
Hexapoda) or a field of several lateral ocelli (most Chelicerata and Myriapoda).  
Regarding  the  basal  position  of  Pycnogonida  and  also  of  Limulus  and  if  one  adopts  the 
opinion  that  the  eyes  of  Pycnogonida  are median  eyes  one  can  assume  that  the  central 





of photoreceptor cells, and  (5) the second visual neuropil being  located  in close vicinity to 
the arcuate body. Derived situations are found in the “normal” median eyes of Limulus and 
in the median eyes of scorpions: in both the photoreceptor cells only project to a separated, 
bilaterally  paired  first  visual  neuropil,  while  the  second  type  of  retinula  cells,  the 
arhabdomeric  cells,  project  to  a  second  visual  neuropil,  which  partly  overlaps  with  the 
second visual neuropil of the  lateral eyes. Another derived situation  is found  in the median 
eyes (principal eyes or anterior median eyes) of Araneae, whose photoreceptor cells (as the 
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of  the  retinula  cells  –  fits  in  this  ground  pattern  is  problematic. Weather  this  is  another 
derived pattern or even  convergent  remains unclear until a  conclusive ground pattern  for 
the projection of median eyes in Tetraconata is described. 
Features  from  hypothesis  I  support  a  sister  group  relationship  of  Pycnogonida  and 
Euchelicerata within Chelicerata (see also figure 3a, b), with the similar  innervation pattern 
of the median eyes described here as a synapomorphy, different from that in Mandibulata. 
Furthermore,  the  eyes  of  Xiphosura  and  Scorpiones  share  many  aspects  of  their  brain 
innervation  patterns  indicating  close  evolutionary  relationships,  at  least  of  their  visual 
systems. 
Hypothesis  II:  The  eyes  of  Pycnogonida  are  precursors  of  median  and  lateral  eyes  in 
Arthropoda 
In  this  thesis  several  features especially  from  the pycnogonid visual  system are discussed. 
Some of  these are  similar with  that  in median eyes of other  chelicerates, but  surprisingly 
many  features  are  similar  to  that  in  the  lateral  eyes  in  arthropods.  These  are:  the 
photoreceptor cells are connected via short and  long axons to two – and not only to one – 
visual  neuropils,  the  first  neuropil  is  located  in  the  lateral  –  and  not  in  the  median  – 
protocerebrum,  the visual  systems are  closely associated with a modular midline neuropil 
(arcuate  body  in  Chelicerata  and  central  complex  in  Tetraconata),  and  the  similar 
morphology and synaptic pattern of the R‐cells, second, and higher order neurons in the first 
visual neuropil.  
Since pycnogonids are one of  the most ancestral arthropods and since  this ancestral  form 
must  be  a  precursor  of  the more  advanced  systems,  the  findings  in  this  thesis  probably 







This probably  leads to a new ground pattern of eyes  in Arthropoda. This ground pattern  is 
characterised by (1) the presence of both  long and short photoreceptor axons, terminating 
in  (2)  a  paired  first  visual  neuropil  in  the  lateral  protocerebrum  as  target  of  the  short 
photoreceptor  axons  and  in  (3)  a  paired  second  visual  neuropil  in  the  protocerebrum  as 
target of the long photoreceptor axons, and (4) a close association of the visual system with 
a modular midline neuropil (arcuate body or central complex). If the similar morphology and 




eyes  in  Limulus,  the  lateral  eyes  of  Myriapoda  (so  far  no  connection  to  the  central 
complex/body  is proven), and the  lateral eyes  in Tetraconata,  including stemmata or  larval 
eyes (Melzer 2009). Furthermore, Melzer (2009) reviews that stemma‐like eyes are found in 






where  the photoreceptor cells are only connected  to a paired  first visual neuropil and  the 
arhabdomeric cells are connected to a paired second visual neuropil. However, both median 
eye visual systems have a close association with  the arcuate body.  In Araneae  the median 
eyes are  connected  to a paired  first  visual neuropil only, but  via a  second  visual neuropil 
(without direct R‐cell input) a connection to the arcuate body is described. However, the fact 
that  the “normal” median eyes of Limulus are connected  to  the same  first neuropil as  the 
rudimentary median eyes  indicates that the situation  in the median eyes  in Chelicerata  is a 
derived condition of this ground pattern.  
From a visual  system point of view  the hypothesis  II  indicates  that Pycnogonida  is placed 
outside  Chelicerata  as  sister  taxon  to  all  other  extant  arthropods,  previously  named 






be  done.  Especially  the  integration  in  or  the  separation  from  this  ground  pattern  of  the 






for  the understanding of  the evolution of  the arthropod  visual  systems. Furthermore,  the 
study of  the  innervation pattern of the eyes  in more chelicerate  taxa should resolve  if  the 
similar  situation  of  the median  eye  visual  system  in  Scorpiones  and  Xiphosura  indicate  a 
sister  group  relationship.  Also  research  concerning  the  visual  system  in  Myriapoda, 
especially  in  other  taxa  than  Chilopoda, with  respect  to  the  central  complex/body  and  a 
conclusive ground pattern of  the median eye visual  system  in Tetraconata  is needed. The 
innervation  pattern  of  the  eyes  in  Onychophora,  as  one  of  the  suggested  sister  taxa  of 
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